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V 
NOTATION 
The following notation will be adopted throughout the 
thesis. We will denote by 1:/- the vector space formed by all 
vectors X = (s 1 , •• •,Sn) With complex coordinates. We will 
suppose that -'1~! is normed in some way and we will denote by 
llxll the length of the vector x. For any n X n matrix A, 
.. 
representing a linear transformation of Ii' , we set 
IIAII = supllxll=l IIAxll • 
The conjugate transpose of A will be denoted by A*. 
References in single square brackets [ ] refer to the 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LINEAR CANONICAL SYSTEMS WITH PERIODIC COEFFICIENTS 
while references in double square brackets [[ ]] refer to 
OTHER REFERENCES. 
INTRODUCTION 
By a linear canonical system we mean a system of linear 
differential equations of the form 
(0. 1) dx J dt = H(t)x 
1. 
where H(t) is a continuous Hermitian matrix valued function and 
J is an invertible skew-Hermitian matrix which without any loss 
in generality may be assumed to be of the form 
(0.2) 
where 
matrices. 
I are respectively p x p and q X q unit q 
As an example, the second order system 
d2y + Q ~ + p ( t) y = 0 
dt2 ' 
where y is a k-vector, P(t) and Q are complex k X k ma.trices 
such tba.t 
Q* = -Q 
' 
p* (t) = P(t) , 
may be written as the linear canonical system (0.1) by taking 
(y \ CQ 
-:) ' ( :(t) 
~) X = ~ ) , J = H(t) = dt ' . Ik 
2. 
We reserve the name Hamiltonian for real canonical systems with 
J = (_~ 
In recent years the stability properties of Hamiltonian systems 
whose coefficient matrix H(t) is periodic have been deeply 
investigated, mainly by Russian authors . An excellent survey of 
the literature is given in Krein and Jakubovie [l]. The bibliography 
at the end of this thesis contains works published on linear 
Hamiltonian systems with periodic coefficients and generalizations 
of such systems. The purpose of this thesis is to extend some 
of the theory on Hamiltonian systems to canonical systems. The 
only known works in this direction are two papers by 
Jakubovi~ (7), (10). The results of Chapter l, Chapter 2 (Method 
I) and Chapter 3 have been published in Coppel and Howe (l) and 
the results of Chapter 4 are currently in press, Coppel and Howe [2]. 
In Chapter l, we give necessary and sufficient conditions 
for a periodic canonical system to be strongly stable, i . e . that 
all neighbouring periodic canonical systems be stable. Jakubovi~ 
[7)investigated a necessary condition of this problem by considering 
the reducibility to diagonal form of monodromy matrices of periodic 
canonical systems in a neighbourhood of a stable periodic canonical 
system. In the case of periodic Hamiltonian systems, a necessary 
3. 
condition for strong stability was considered by Gel'fand and 
Lidskii [l] by calculation of the multipliers of perturbed stable 
periodic Hamiltonian systems. Krein (3) showed that this condition 
is also a sufficient condition. In this chapter the method of 
obtaining the necessary condition is somewhat different from that 
of Jakubovi~ [7] and the method of obtaining the sufficient 
condition is similar to that of Krein [3]. 
The results of Chapter 1 are fundamental in the following 
chapters. 
In Chapter 2, we investigate the holomorphic reducibility of 
a perturbed strongly stable periodic canonical system whose matrix 
of coefficients depends holomorphically on a small parameter. 
Two methods are presented. Method I is analogous to that used 
by Diliberto [l] in the consideration of the problem for periodic 
Hamiltonian systems. Method II makes use of projection matrices 
and seems to be both simpler and more general. 
In Chapter 3, we carry over to canonical systems the elegant 
theory of stability regions of Hamiltonian systems due to Gel'fand 
and Lidskii [l). There is an error in a proof of Gel'fand and 
Lidskii. A counter example is given in Chapter 3 to disprove the 
following assertion of Gel'fand and Lidskii: A continuous 
symplectic curve Y(t) of stable type (strongly stable) may be 
written 
Y(t) = G(t)R(t)G(t)- 1 
where G(t) is a continuous symplectic matrix and R(t) is a 
continuous symplectic orthogonal matrix of the form 
= ( 
cose(t) 
R(t) 
-sine(t) 
sine(t) } 
cose(t) . 
where e(t) is a real diagonal k x k matrix whose diagonal 
elements 01 (t),e2 (t), ••. ,ek(t) satisfy the condition 
(s = 1 ,2, . .. ,k) 
4. 
Properties of stability regions of canonical systems have been 
announced by Jakubovi~ [10), however these results appear to be in 
error. Firstly, the formula for the number of different signatures 
does not always give an integer* and secondly, the indices of the 
stability regions are independent of the signature. At the 
* In Jakubovi~ [10) the number, of different 
signatures is given by the formula 
l min(p,q_) 1 r-1 r-1 r-1 (r cp-1 cn-1 + - cr crn,r) r=l -:i. r p,r -:i. 
cr = 0 if m ¢ 0 mod r; 
m,r 
cr = 1 , if m = 0 mod r • 
m,r 
By simple calculation it is seen that 1 N64 = 212 . 
5. 
time of preparation of the paper Coppel and Howe [1) the above 
announcement of Jak.ubovi~ was not kno,m. We note that, recently, 
Lidskii and Frolov [1], [2] have considered the stability regions of 
a self-disjoint system of differential eq_uations with periodic 
coefficients, i.e. the linear system of n differential eq_uations 
(0.3) Q ( t) dx - [ S ( t ) - _21 dQ ( t ) ] X dt dt = 0 
where Q(t) is an invertible skew-Hermitian periodic matrix of 
period w in t and S(t) is a Hermitian periodic matrix, also 
of period w in t 
canonical system. 
System (0.3) is a generalization of a 
The latter is obtained by taking Q(t) = J . 
The authors investigate both real and complex cases. In the 
supplement to their paper, Lidskii and Frolov (2] note that the 
calculation of the number of stability regions for the complex 
case is considerably simplified by use of a result of Jablonski ([1)] 
which was referred to in Coppel and Howe (1]. 
In Chapter 4, we obtain first approximation formulae for the 
regions of dynamical instability of linear canonical systems. 
These formulae are analogous to the formulae for Hamiltonian 
~ystems stated by Krein and Jak.ubovi~ (1) and proved by Pittel' 
and Juzefovic (1). 
and Jakubovic (6). 
Special cases were considered by Malkin (1] 
Related papers are Hale ((1)) and 
Jakubovi~ [ 8) . The above authors assume that the matrix of 
6. 
coefficients is holomorphic in a small parameter E at E = O . 
However the method here, which only requires the matrix of 
coefficients to have a continuous first derivative in the 
parameter E at E = 0, diff ers from the methods used by these 
authors and seems to be both simpler and more general. 
Finally in Chapter 5, we extend to canonical systems 
Jakubovic ' s [ 12) work on the convexity of stability regions of 
Hamiltonian systems . These convexity properties allow us to 
establish easily verifiable sufficient conditions for the strong 
stability of a canonical system. 
7. 
CHAPTER 1 
STRONG STABILITY 
In this chapter, we derive necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the canonical system (0,1) to be stable and strongly stable. 
For purposes of comparison with later results we first derive 
some· well-known properties of an arbitrary homogeneous linear system 
( 1.1) dx cff = A( t)x 
whose coefficient matrix A(t) is continuous and periodic: 
A( t + w) = A( t) • 
System (1,1) is said to be (two-sided) stable if each solution x(t) 
is bounded for -oo < t < oo • If X(t) denotes the fundamental 
matrix for (1.1) such that X(O) = I then (1.1) is stable if and 
only if X(t) is bounded, since the solutions of (1.1) are given 
by x(t) = X(t)c for an arbitrary constant vector c. Now 
X(t + w) = X(t)X(w) 
since both sides are fundamental matrices for (1.1) and they take 
the same value for t = 0. 
integer m 
It follows by induction that for any 
X( t + mw) = X( t)Xffi(w) • 
8. 
Since X(t) is certainly bounded for O ~ t ~ w it will be bounded 
for all real t if and only if the integral powers of the matrix 
X(w) are bounded. The matrix X(w) is called the monodromy 
matrix of the system (1 .1). 
vi 
We ,sill say that an invertible matrix S is stable if there 
exists a positive constant a such that 
(m = 0 , + l , ±. 2 , ••• ) 
Then the preceding argument is summed up in 
THEOREM I • 1 • The system (1 .1) is stable if and only if its 
monodromy matrix is stable. 
We must now determine under what conditions a matrix is stable. 
Before doing so, however, we recall some general facts about matrices. 
Iet ).. be an eigenvalue of the matrix A. The set of all 
vectors x such that Ax= )..x is a subspace ~ of then-dimensional 
vector space 1i 
eigenvalue ).. • 
, called the eigenspace of A corresponding to the 
The set of all vectors x such that 
for some positive integer m is also a subspace'LU).., called the 
root space of A corresponding to the eigenvalue ).. • Evidently 
~ '=. -1{". We will have strict inclusion, 'tr).. ctU\, if and 
only if there exists a vector x1 , such that 
x
2 
= (A - )..!)x
1 
f 0 and Ax = )..x 
2 2 
Strict inclusion is obvious if this condition were true. Conversely, 
suppose 1T).. C VJ).. • Then there exists a vector x
0 
€'U{ 1 ¢ 1f A. and 
an integer m' ~ 1 such that 
m' (A - )..!) XO f O and 
9. 
We take 
If A,•••,Ar are the distinct eigenvalues of the matrix A 
the whole vector space 1.J"- is the direct sum of the corresponding 
root spaces: 
1f = 'U! + 1 +W r 
We will denote by Pk the corresponding projection 4./ onto 1Jlk. 
Let T be a positively oriented simple closed curve in the complex 
plane which does not pass through any eigenvalue of A. Then 
(Riesz and Sz-Nagy [[1]] p. 421) 
where the summation on the right is over all projections Pk whose 
corresponding eigenvalue ::. Ak lie inside T • 
We will now establish necessary and sufficient conditions 
for a matrix to be stable. 
THECREM 1.2. A matrix is stable if and only if its eigenvalues 
all have absolute value l and its eigenvectors span the vector 
space 1/. 
(This result can also be fornn.1lated in the following manner: A 
matrix S is stable if and only if there exists an invertible matrix 
T such that S = TDT- 1 , where 
1 o. 
D __ d' [ 101 i0nJ 1.age , ••• ,e 
is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements of absolute value 1.) 
Let S be a stable imtrix. Then it is invertible and so 
does not have zero as an eigenvalue. If x is an eigenvector, 
belonging to the eigenvalue A# 0 then fflx = AmX for all integers 
m • Since S is stable it follows that IAI = 1 • If the eigenvectors 
of S did not span the entire space there would exist an eigenvalue 
A and non-zero vectors x1 , x such that 2 
sx, = A.JC + X l 2 , 
Then for all positive i ntegers m 
m m-1 
= A x
1 
+ l'llA. x2 , 
which contradicts the assumption that S is stable. 
Conversely let S be a matrix satisfying the two conditions of 
the theorem. If Ak (k = l, ••• ,r) are the distinct eigenvalues 
of s and vk (k = l, ... ,r) the corresponding eigenspaces then 
11 = if.;. ... .;.V 
1 r 
Let Pk denote the corresponding projection 1f onto 1/"k. Then 
for any X € 1f 
and hence 
, 
(!IP II + • • • + !IP 11)1/xll 1 r 
Thus S is stable. 
For autonomous linear systems we can obtain more 
conplete results 
IBEffiEM 1.3. The autonomous linear system 
(1.2) dx dt = Ax 
11. 
is stable if and only if the eigenvalues of the constant matrix 
A are all pure imaginary and the corresponding eigenvectors span 
the vector space 1J. 
The proof is similar to that of the preceding theorem. If 
x0 is an eigenvector of A belonging to the eigenvalue A then 
x( t) = 
is a solution of (1.2) which is bounded for all real t if and 
only if A is pure imaginary. If there existed an eigenvalue 
A and non-zero vectors x1 , x2 such that 
then 
would be an unbounded solution of (1.2). 
necessity of the condition. 
This proves the 
Conversely if the conditions are satisfied there exists n 
linearly independent bounded solutions of the form x(t) = eAtx0 • 
12. 
We now restrict attention to systems (0.1) of canonical 
form. If X(t) is the fundamental matrix for (0.1) such that 
X(0) = I then 
* X (t)JX(t) = J 
for all real t. In fact, differentiating, 
½ (x*J X) = 
= 
* x*J dx + dx JX dt a'E 
0 • 
Thus x*Jx is a constant matrix whose value can be found by 
setting t = 0 • 
A matrix S such that 
( 1.3) 
is said to be J-unitary. Any J-unitary matrix S is invertible 
It follows that if A is an eigenvalue of 
a J-uni tary matrix S then 'X _, is also. Thus the spectrum 
of a J-unitary matrix is invariant under inverison in the unit circle. 
The set of all J-unitary matrices is a group with respect to matrix 
nultiplication. We will a lways denote this group by~. If 
J = +iI a J-unitary matrix is unitary in the ordinary sense. 
If H is a constant Hermitian matrix then eJ-lH is J-unitary, 
9 
1 3 . 
-1 
since X(t) = et.J H is the fundamental matrix for the autonomous 
system J * = Hx such that X( 0) = I • 
Before determining the conditions for a J-unitary matrix 
to be stable we first introduce a metric 1nto our vector space 
by defining for any two vectors x, y 
(x,y) = . -, ~(-l y Jx 
Evidently 
l(x,y)I ~ IIJll•llxl/llYII • 
Since 1· 13 is Hermitian we have (y,x) ~ (x;y) The real nurrt>er 
(x,x) will be called the J•norm of the veator x. A subspace 
'W' of 1/ will be said to be non-negative if (x,x) i1: 0 for 
every x € 1AJ and positive if (x,x) > 0 for every x ,j O € 1Af. 
Similarly for non-positive and negative subspaces. Two vectors 
x,y such that (x,y) = 0 will be said to be J-orthogonal. If 
x is J-orthogonal to every vector y then Jx = 0 and hence 
X = 0 A matrix S is J-unitary if and only if 
(Sx,Sy) = (x, y) 
for all vectors x, y. If we set 
= (1,0, ••. ,0) e = 2 (0,1, ••. ,o) , ... , 
en = (0,0, ••• ,1) 
then by ( 0.2) 
14. 
(1 • 4) (ej,ek) = 0 for j /:k 
(e j'e) = for ~ j ~ p , = -1 for p < j 
IEMMAl . 1. The eigenspa.ces of a stable J-unitary matrix 
S are mutually J-orthogonal. 
For suppose x, y are eigenvectors belonging to distinct 
eigenvalues A,µ Then 
Aµ(x,y) = (Sx,Sy) = (x,y) 
But Aµ / 1 , because A has absolute value 
Therefore (x,y) = 0 
and ). /: µ. 
Since a non-zero vector cannot be J-orthogonal to the whole 
of 1/ we have as a 
COROLLARY. An eigenvector of a stable J-unitary n:atrix 
cannot be J-orthogonal to the eigenspa.ce to which it belongs. 
We next prove 
~ n 
IEMMA 1 .2. If an eigenspa.ce 1ff of a stable J-unitary matrix 
is non-negative then it is positive. 
Suppose x e Wand (x,x) = 0 , we must show that x = 0 • 
For any vector y e 1J.r and any scalar A 
0 ~ (y + AX,y + AX) = (y,y) + ~A(x,y) 
If (x,y) were different from zero we could make the right side 
negative by suitable choice of A • Therefore x is J-orthogonal 
15. 
to fJf, and so by the preceding corollary x = O. 
lliEffiEM 1.4. A matrix S is a stable J-unitary matrix 
if and only if it can be represented in the form 
( 1. 5 ) 
1 
S = GOO - 1 , 
where G is a J-unitary matrix and 
. [ i01 ien] D = diag e , •• , e 
is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal eleroonts have absolute value 1. 
If S has the form (i.5) then it is stable, by Theorem 1.2, 
and J-unitary because G and D are J-unitary. Conversely, 
let S be a stable J-unitary matrix and let A be any eigenvalue 
of S , of rrultiplicity r say. By the Corollary to Lemma 1.1 
we can choose a J-orthonormal basis x1, ••• ,xr for the eigenspace 
~ so that 
if j = k 
(j,k = 1, ••• ,r) 
By stringing together J-orthonormal bases for each of the eigenspaces 
we obtain, by Lemma 1.1 itself, a J-orthonormal basis g 1 , ••• ,g0 
for the whole space. 
ordered so that 
We can suppose the eigenvectors g1 , ••• ,g0 
(gj ,gk) = 0 if j -/ k , 
(gj,gj) = 1 if j:;p', =-1 if j>p'. 
16. 
By (1.4) and the law of inertia for Hermitian forms we ITUst 
have p' = p • Let i0· e J be the eigenvalue associated with the 
eigenvector gj (j = 1, ••• ,n) We will say that the eigenvalues 
i0· e J (j = 1, ... ,p) are of positive type and the eigenvalues 
(j = p + 1, ••• ,n) of negative type. 
i0· 
e J 
If G is the natrix with columns g1 , ••• ,gn then (7) holds. 
Moreover G is J-unitary, since 
We will now consider strong stability. The system (0.1) 
is said to be strongly stable if all neighbouring canonical 
systems are stable, i.e. if there exists an E > 0 such that the 
system 
J ~ = K( t)x 
is stable for any continuous Hermitian matrix K(t) of period w 
satisfying 
IIK(t)-H(t)II ~ E for O~t~w. 
We will say that a J-unitary matrix S is strongly stable if there 
exists an E > 0 such that any J-unitary matrix T satisfying 
llr - s11 ~ c 
is stable. 
THEffiEM 1.5. A stable J-unitary matrix is strongly stable 
17. 
if and only if each of its eigenspaces is definite (i.e. positive 
or negative). 
Let S be a stable J-unitary matrix and suppose that for 
some eigenvalue A with IAI = l the corresponding eigenspace 
is not definite. Then by Lemma 1.2 there exists eigenvectors 
corresponding to the eigenvalue A with both positive and negative 
J-norms. Hence we can find eigenvectors x 1 , x2 such that 
Choose x3 , ••• ,xn J-orthogonal to x1 and x2 so that x1 , ••• xn 
form a basis for 1/ and define a linear transformation T by setting 
= (cosh ax1 + sinh ax2 ) 
(sinh ax1 + cosh a~2 ) 
if k > 2 
Thus T is J-unitary. Moreover x1 + x2 is an eigenvector of 
T belonging to the eigenvalue Aea, so that T has an 
eigenvalue outside the unit circle for any a> 0. On the 
other hand T is arbitrarily close to S if a is sufficiently 
small. Hence S is not strongly stable. 
Suppose now that S is a stable J-unitary matrix each of 
whose eigenspaces is positive or negative. Let Ak (k = 1, ••• ,r) 
be the distinct eigenvalues of S and let V-k ( k = 1, ••• ,r) 
18. 
be the corresponding eigenspaces, so that 
V='lf+ ... +11. 
1 r 
If yk is the positively"oriented circumference of a circle with 
centre ~k and radius so small that it contains no other eigenvalue 
of S then 
pk = 2,ri J (sI - S)-1ds 
yk 
denotes the corresponding projection of V onto V k • Since the 
eigenspa.ces are definite there exists a positive constant a such 
that 
I (x,x) I ?; allxll2 for x e ~ (k = l, .•• ,r) 
If the natrix T is close enough to S every eigenvalue 
of T will lie inside one of the circles Then 
~ = 2~1J <tI - T)-1 dt 
yk 
is a projection which commutes with T and 1r is the direct sum 
of the invariant subspaces~= Qk1,f (k = l, ••. ,r) • For 
x e~ we have 
(x,x) = (~x,~x) 
= (Pkx,Pkx) + ((~ - Pk)x,(~ - Pk)x) 
+ ffi(Pkx, (~ - Pk)x) 
If in addition llxll = l then 
19. 
and hence 
Consequently if T is sufficiently close to S then 
I (x,x) I ~ Pllxll2 for x e 'U{ (k = 1 , ••• ,r) 
If T is also J-unitary then, since~ is invariant under T , 
w we have for all x € 11{ 
Thus there exists a positive constant ~ such that 
llrflxll i ~llxll for x € 1J{ (k = 1, ... ,r) 
But for any x e 1J 
x = Qx+ ... +Qx 
1 r 
and hence 
llrflxll ~ ~ (!IQ II + ... + !IQ II) llxll 1 r 
Thus all J-unitary matrices near S are stable, and S is strongly 
stable. 
The proof shows that if S is a stable J-unitary matrix and 
if it has an eigenvalue A
0
, of multiplicity n0 , such that 
the corresponding eigenspa.ce 'Lf
0 
is definite then there exists a 
8 > 0 such that for any J-unitary mtrix T satisfying llT - SIi < 8 
t her e exists a subspace 1}J 
0 
of dimension 
such that the restriction of T to 'UJ 
0 
20. 
invariant under T 
is stable and the eigenvalues 
of this restriction are the eigenvalues of T in the neighbourhood 
of ),..
0 
We now have as a corollary to Theorem 1 .4 
THEOREM 1.6. A stable J-unitary matrix S is strongly stable 
if and only if in the representation (1 .5) 
(l .6) for 1 ~ j ~ p < k ~ n 
For this is the condition that an eigenvalue should not be 
simultaneously of positive and negative type, i . e. that each of the 
eigenspaces be definite. 
The connection between strongly stable canonical systems (0.1) 
and strongly stable matrices is given by 
THEOREM 1 .7. The system (0.1) is strongly stable if and only 
if its monodromy matrix is strongly stable. 
It follows at once from Theorem 1 .1 that the system (0.1) 
is strongly stable if its monodromy matrix X(w) is strongly stable, 
since the solutions of (0 . 1) depend continuously on the coefficient 
matrix . Suppose on the other hand that the monodromy !DB.trix is 
stable without being strongly stable . Then by the proof of Theorem 1 ,5 
in any neighbourhood of X(w) there exists a J - unitary matrix T which 
has an eigenvalue of absolute value greater than 1 • 
A The mapping A-> e maps a neighbourhood of O in the space 
of all n x n ma.trices topologically onto a neighbourhood of I in 
2 1 . 
the group of all invertible matrices (Chevally [[1]], p. 7.) Thus 
we can write 
x- 1 (w)T A = e , 
where IIAII is small. Since x- 1 (w) T is J-unitary we have 
-A -1 A* 
e = J e J 
Therefore, since the mapping is 1 - l , 
_, * 
-A = J A J • 
_, 
Thus we can write A = wJ C , where C is Hermitian. 
_, 
Now Y(t) = X(t)etJ C satisfies Y(O) = I and is a 
fundamental matrix for the system 
d.x Jdt = K(t)x , 
where 
K(t) = H(t) + JX(t)J- 1 CX- 1 (t) 
is Hermitian. Moreover Y(w) = T. It is possible that 
K(w) f K(O) , but in any case 
IIK(w) - K(O) II ~ allcll 
' 
for some positive constant a independent of C. By altering K(t) 
slightzy for values of t near w we can ensure that K(w) = K(O) , 
while y(w) remains so close to T that it still has an eigenvalue 
of absolute value greater than 1 • Thus system (0. l) is not 
22. 
strongly stable. 
Finally we consider autonomous linear canonical systems. 
THEOREM 1 .8. The linear canonical system 
(1 • 7) Jdx Hx dt = , 
where H is a constant Hermitian matrix, is stable if and only if 
there exists a J-unitary matrix G such tbat 
(1 • 8) 1 F = G*HG 
is a real diagonal matrix: 
F = diag[A,,,,.,A] 
1 n 
If (1 .8) holds then 
_, ( _, ) -1 
J H = GJ FG 
and (1 .7) is stable by Theorem l .3. Conversely, suppose (1.7) 
is stable. 
_, 
Then by Theorem 1.3 the eigenvalues of A= J H are 
pure imaginary and the corresponding eigenvectors span the vector 
space 1f. For any two vectors x, y we have 
(Ax,y) = (x,J- 1A*Jy) = -(x,Ay) , 
since -1 J A*J = -A . If x, y are eigenvectors corresponding to 
the distinct eigenvalues A,µ then 
A(x,y} = (Ax,y) = - (x,Ay} = µ(x,y) 
23. 
Since - µ = µ f ~ it follows that (x,y) = 0. Hence, as in the 
proof of Theorem 1 .4, we can find n linearly independent 
eigenvectors g1, . .• ,gn such that 
if j f k 
= if j ~ p , = -1 if j > p 
The matrix G with columns is J-unitary and 
, 
where F is a real diagonal matrix. 
_, 
Substituting A= J H we 
obtain (1 .8) 1 
COROLIARY. The autonomous canonical system is strongly stable, 
for given w > 0, if and only if in the representation (1 .8). 
(1 • 9) 
In fact the monodromy matrix of (1 . 9) is 
= e 
_, 
WJ F 
_, 
wJ H 
e and 
Thus the monodromy matrix has the form (1 .5) with 
D = d. [ -iw~, -iWA.p iWA.p+1 i~n] iag e , ••• ,e ,e , ••• ,e 
and the result follows from Theorem 1.6. 
CHAPTER 2 
PERTURBATION THEORY 
Suppose we have a linear canonical system 
(2. 1) dx J dt = H(t,E)x 
depending holomorphically on a parameter E and suppose the 
unperturbed system 
dx J dt = H(t,O)x 
24. 
is strongly stable. Then the system (2 . 1 ) will be stable for 
all small E • It follows from Floquet's theorem and from 
Theorem l .8 that for each such E there exists a J -unitary matrix 
S(t,E) , which is continuously differentiable in t with period 
8 , such that the change of variables x = S(t,E)y transforms 
(2. l ) into an autonous system 
J ~ = F(e:)y 
where F(E) is a real diagonal matrix. However these results 
tell us nothing about the dependence of F on e. The object 
of this chapter is to present two different methods showing that 
S can be chosen to be holomorphic in E, so that F is also 
holomorphic in e. 
25. 
METHOD I 
I.et Jf denote the set of all n x n Hermitian matrices. 
Corresponding to the partition (0.2) of J we can write for any 
matrix C € j_f 
C = 
( H, 
\ s* 
' 
where H
1 
, H
2 
are Hermitian matrices of dimension p x p, q x q 
respectively and S is some p x q matrix. A matrix A € .J:f 
commutes with J, i.e. J- 1A is skew-Hermitian, if and only if 
S = 0 • A matrix B € Jf anticommutes with J , i.e. r 1 B is 
Hermitian, if and only if H1 = ~ = 0. 
We will denote by .//_ the set of all Hermitian matrices of 
the form 
and by JI+ the set of all Hermitian n:atrices of the form 
I 0 s ) \. s* 0 I 
Evidently ft - and f../- + are subspaces of the real vector space fl· 
Moreover any C € fl· can be uniquely represented in the form 
C = A+ B , 
. 
where A€ f+ and B € f t- . 
+ 
It is easily verified that 
if A € J.j _ then exp ( J- 1 A) is unitary and if B € f t+ then 
exp(J- 1 B) is Hermitian. 
Let 
where 
F = 
0 \ ) , 
F / 2 · 
= diag[ A1 , ••• ,A] , p 
are real diagonal natrices such that 
(2 .2) (j=l, ... ,p k=l, ... ,q) 
26. 
The matrix F will be fixed throughout the argument which follows. 
LEMMA 2. l • If H ( e:) € /:I-- is holomorphic in E at E = 0 
and H(O) = F there exist unique matrices 
holomorphic in E at E = 0 such that 
A ( E) € f / and B ( E) € .,ff 
- + 
A(O) - F, B(O) = 0 
and 
(2 .3) 
We define a mapping f of .f/- into its elf in the following way: 
for C = A+ B 
we set 
f(C) * = TAT, where T = exp(J-1 B) 
27. 
Thus f(F) = F since in this case A= F, B = 0. The 
relation (2,3) is equivalent to H(E) = f(A(E) - B(E)] 
Since the non-zero elements of A and B are equal to the 
/ I 
corresponding elements of C and since Be i--1:; implies T* = T 
the elements of f(C) are holomorphic functions of the elements 
of C. Hence, by the implicit function theorem for holomorphic 
mappings, it is sufficient to show that the Jacobian ms.trix fx 
is invertible at F. 
For any C e f-./, the function 
~(t) = f(F + tC) 
has the derivative ~'(O) = f (F)C . X The matrix f (F) will X 
be invertible if ~'(O) = 0 implies C = 0. 
where A e j:1.- and B E Ft then + J 
_, _, 
~(t) = etJ B(F + tA)etJ B 
and hence 
~' (0) = 
Thus we need only show that 
maps _f-f-
+ 
into intself and L(B) = 0 implies 
B = ( 0 
s* 
But if C =A+ B, 
B=O, Suppose 
Then 
L(B) 
,' Q 
= i I 
1 s*F 
' 1 
F s* 
2 
-SF2 - F1S\ ) 
0 
28. 
and L(B) = 0 only if SF2 + F1S = 0. But if S = (s jk) then 
Therefore, by (2.2), S = 0 and B = 0. This completes the proof. 
By permutations of their diagonal elements, which is 
equivalent to replacing F by T*FT ·for a particular J-unitary 
matrix T , we can write F 1 and F2 as block diagonal matrices: 
F 
2 
= diag[A1 I , ... ,A I ] P1 s Ps 
= diag[µ 1 I , •.. ,µtI ] q Clt; 
l 
, 
where Aj f Aj' , if j f j' , µk f µk, if k f k' and 
Aj + µk f O (j = l, ... ,s; k = l, ... ,t) Corresponding to 
the partitions 
p=p+ ... +p, 
l s 
q = q, + .•• + Clt; 
we define f /, _(II) to be the set of all ma.trices A € f-f 
block diagonal form 
A = diag[H1 , ••• ,H5 , K,, ... ,¾] , 
of the 
where and ~ are Hermitian, and fr+ (II*) to be the set of all 
29. 
ma.trices B € f+ of the form 
-
\ 
. Q s,2 s,s I ; 0 \ I I s ·* 
s;s B = I 0 ' lS i (2 .4) 0 T,2 T,t I ! 0 i 
T* T* 
I 
0 i 
\ ,t 2t 
Evidently J/ _ (II) and f {- _(IT*) are subsp3.ces of f+ _ and every 
C € J-t_ can be uniquely expressed in the form 
C = A+ B , 
where A € .4 _ (IT) and B € J·( (IT*) • 
LEMMA 2.2. If H(E) € f-1:. is holomorphic in E at E = 0 
then there exist unique matrices A(E) € NJII) and B(E) € :#_ (rr*) 
holomorphic in E at E = 0 such that 
A(O) = F, B(O) = 0 
and 
The proof is similar to that of the previous lemma. We 
define a mapping f of .fl.- into itself by setting for 
-
C = A+ B (A € f/.. _ (II) , B € fl_ (IT*) ) 
f (C) = T*AT, where T = exp(J.1 B) 
30. 
1-i {..J # Obviously f(C) e _,:, .. . A matrix in ..)--1- belongs to _ if and 
only if it commutes with J. Thus J commutes with A and 
B and hence with f(C) , which proves that f(C) e # 
Evidently f(F) = F. Since the non-zero elements of 
A and B are equal t o the corresponding elements of C and 
BE /;"' _ since --r implies T* = T- 1 the elements of f(C) are 
holomorphic functions of the elements of C. We need only 
show that the Jacobian matrix of the mapping f is invertible 
at F • 
For any 
put 
Then 
C = A+ B (A E ft_ (TI) , B E f-1_ (Jr*)) 
= e
-tJ-,B (F + tA)etJ-,B 
~(t) = f(F + tC) 
It is sufficient to prove that 
·L(B) = FJ-1 B - J-1 BF 
maps JI _ (IT*) into itself and L(B) = 0 implies B = 0 • But 
it is easily verified that if B has the form (2.4) then L(B) 
has the same form with Sjk replaced by -i(A.j - ~)Sjk and 
Tjk replaced by i(µj - ~)Tjk. This shows at once that 
L(B) = 0 only if B = 0. 
31. 
s 
The following theorem establishe;Ythe possibility of reducing 
autonomous canonical systems to diagonal form. 
THEOREM 2.1. If the Hermitian matrix H(E) is holomorphic in 
E at E = 0 and H(O) = F then there exists a J-unitary matrix 
T(E) holomorphic in E at E = 0 such that 
F(E) = T*(E)H(E)T(E) 
is a real diagonal matrix. 
By Lemma 2 .1 there exists a J-unitary matrix T
1 
(E) = 
= exp[[ 1 B1 (c)) , where B1 (E) E J} + is holomorphic in E at 
E = 0 and B
1 
(0) = 0, such tha.t 
and H1 (0) = F. Then by Lemma 2.2 there exists a J-unitary mtrix 
T2 (E) = exp[ [ 1 B2 (E)] , where B2 (E) € f-1-_ (rrX· ) is holomorphic in 
E at E = 0 and ~(O) = 0, such that 
= H ( E) € fl (IT) 
2 -
and ~ (0) = F • Since we can treat the diagonal blocks of 11:2 (e;) 
separately this reduces the theorem to the case in which J = + iJ 
and F =;\I. 
forms. 
Let 
We suppose from now on that J and F have these 
H(E) = F + \a, L m=1 c~· m 
32. 
be the power series expansion of H(E) which converges in some 
neighbourhood of E=O . If there exist scalars Pm such that 
H = p I for all m~l (e.g. if n = 1) then 
m m 
H(E) = (t.. + 
I:l 
Emp )I 
m 
and no further reduction is necessary. 
least positive integer r such that 
Then 
Otherwise there exists a 
H /= pI 
r 
for all real p. 
H(E) = r-1 r (t.. + E+>, + ••• + E Pr-l)I + sH,(s) 
where 
H1 ( s) = 
Since the Hermitian matrix H is not a multiple of the unit matrix 
r 
there exists a unitary matrix U1 such that 
where the 
U*H U 
1 r 1 
(j=l, •.• ,s) 
~(E) 
are distinct real numbers and 
Then by lemma 2.2, corresponding to the partition IT 
n = n1 + ... + ns , 
there exists a unitary matrix U2 (E) = exp[i iB(s)] , where 
B(e;) € ~! (rr*) is analytic in e; at e; = 0 and B(O) = O , 
such that 
u* (e;)H (e;)U (e;) = H (e;) € f.1- (II) 
2 2 2 3 
It follows that 
33. 
Since s > l this reduces the theorem to matrices of l.ower order. 
By repeating the process at most n - l times we obtain the theorem. 
t:,M 
In order to carry over this result to non-autonanous systems 
we need a f orm of Flo~uet's theorem for canonical systems depending 
on a parameter. We first prove 
LEMMA 2 .3. If the J-unitary matrix S (e;) is holomorphic 
in g at g = 0 then there exists a matrix holomorphic in 
e; at g = 0 such that 
(2 .5) 
and 
(2 .6) s (g) A (e;) = e 
Let A , ... ,A be the distinct eigenvalues of 
, r S (0) • 
We surround each eigenvalue Aj by a positively oriented simple 
closed curve so small that it does not contain the origin or 
any other eigenvalue. Moreover we may suppose that if ~ is 
obtained from Aj by inversion in the unit circle then rk 
obtained similarly from rj . 
is 
By the theory of functions of a matrix (Riesz and 
Sz-Nagy [[1]], p. 422) 
A(E) 
= 21ti 
has the property (2.6). Moreover it is clearly holomorphic 
34. 
in E at E = 0 We will show that it also has the property 
(2. 5) . In fact 
If we denote by rj the reflection of rj in the real axis, also 
described positively, then 
or, putting s = s-1 and letting rj denote the inverse of rj 
in the unit circle, 
Since the spectrum of the J-unitary matrix S(O) is invariant 
under inversion in the unit circle the paths y! 
J 
are just a 
permutation of the paths rj . Also 
Since the origin lies outside each of the paths rj it follows that 
35. 
= - A(E) 
THEOREM 2.2. Let the Hermitian matrix H(t,E) be holomorphic 
in E at E = 0 and continuous in t with period w • 
fundamental matrix X(t,E) of the system 
Then the 
(2. l ) dx J dt = H(t,E)X 
can be represented in the form 
(2. 7) 
where 
X(t,E) = P(t,E)etJ'"",K(E) 
(i) P(t,E) and K(E) are holomorphic in E at E = 0, 
(ii) P(t,E) is continuously differentiable and has period 
w in t, 
(iii) P(t,E) is J-unitary and K(E) is Hermitian. 
0~ ) The monodrany matrix S(E) = X(w,E is J-unitary and 
holomorphic in E at E = 0. If A(E) satisfies the conditions 
of Lemma 2 ,3 we can write A(E) = wJ'"" 1 K(E) , where K(E) is 
Hermitian and holomorphic in E at E = 0. Put 
P(t,E) = X(t,E)e-tJ-lK(E) 
Then P is J-unitary, because both factors are J-unitary, and 
P(t + w,E) = X(t,E)X(w,E)e-A(E) 
= X(t,E)e-t[,K(E) = P(t,E) 
Thus P has period w in t. 
theorem are obviously satisfied. 
The other requirements of the 
We can now prove without difficulty the main result of this 
section. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let the Hermitian matrix H(t,E) be holomorphic 
in E at E = 0 and continuous in t with period w. 
let the system 
dx J dt = H(t,O)x 
be strongly stable. 
Moreover 
Then there exists a J-unitary matrix S(t,E) which holomorphic 
in E at E = 0 and continuously differentiable in t with period 
w such that the change of variables X= S(t,E)y transforms the 
CW\ 
perturbed system (2.1) into the autonS:Rous system 
J ~ = F(E)y dt 
where F(E) is a real diagonal matr i x holomorphic in E at E = 0. 
Let X(t,E) be the fundamental matrix (2,1) and let 
P(t,E) be the matrix appearing in the representation (2.1) into 
OW\ 
the autonaaous system 
(2 .8) J ~ = K(E)y dt 
Moreover tbe monodromy matrix 
J ~ = K(O)y is strongly stable. 
dt 
37. 
of the unperturbed system 
Therefore, by Theorem l .8 and 
its Corollary, there exists a J-unitary na.trix G such that the 
change of variables y = Gz transforms (2.8) into the system 
J ~ = G*K(E)Gz dt , 
where F = G*K(O)G is a real diagonal matrix: 
and 
),, j + ),,k / 0 (mod 21f./w) for 
The result now follows at once from Theorem 2. l • 
The condition ),,j + ~ ¢ 0 appears to be stronger than 
the condition ),,j + ~ / 0 which is required for the application 
of Theorem 2 • l • However the mtrix A(O) = wJ-
1K(O) in Lemma 
2.3 has the property that eigenvalues do not differ by multiples 
of 21f.i and so the two conditions are really equivalent. 
38. 
METHOD II 
We begin by proving some lemmas. 
LEMMA 2 .4. I.et H(E) be a holomorphic Hermitian matrix such that 
where the eigenvalues of the submatrix A1 are pure imaginary and 
different from the eigenvalues of A2 • Then there exists a 
holomorphic J-unitary matrix W(E) such that W(O) = I and 
If we put A(E) = J- 1H(E) then 
(2. 9) 
I.et ~,, •• • ,~r be the distinct eigenvalues of A1 and let 
a positively oriented circle with centre -~- and radius so small 
J 
that no eigenvalue of A
2 
of functions of a matrix 
P(E) 1 . = -2,ri 
is a projection . Moreover 
lies inside or on 
\~ J [tI - A(E)r1 dt L J=l r j 
By the theory 
P(O) is the identity transformation on 
the root spaces of A(O) corresponding to the eigenvalues A1 , • • •,Ar 
and the null transformation on all other root spaces of A(O) • 
Therefore 
P(O) = diag[I,O] 
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By (2. 9) 
Since 
-~ = - t describes negatively~ t describes it 
positively it follows that 
(2. l O) 
= P(c) 
Now let W(c) be the solution of the matrix differential 
equation 
l~· 11) W' = [P'(c)P(c) - P(c)P'(c)]W * 
such that W(O) =I. Here the dash denotes differentiation with 
respect to c • Since P(c) is a projection it satisfies 
P' = PP' + P'P , PP'P = 0 
It follows that P(c)W(E) is also a solution .'of (~. l l). Hence 
P(c)W(c) = W(E)P(O) 
since both sides are solutions of (2.11) and they agree for 8 = 0. 
* 
This differential equation occurs in a brief note by Kato [[l]] • 
The argument which follows was suggested by Mr W.A. Cappel. 
To show that W(E:) is J-unitary we need only show that 
is Hermitian. In fact, by (2.10), 
B* (E:) = - [P* (E:) F" ' (E) - p*• (E:)F*(E:))J 
= - J[F*(E:)P' (E:) - P' (E:)P(E:)) 
= B(E:) 
4o. 
Since A(c:) commutes with P(c:) , w- 1 (e;)A(e;)W(c:) commutes with 
w- 1 (e)P(e;)W(c:) = P(O) • Since P(O) = diag[I,O) , it follows that 
w- 1 (c:)A(E:)W(c:) has the required block diagonal f orm. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let H(c:) be a holomorphic Hermitian matrix. 
Then there exists a holomorphic unitary matrix U(E:) such that 
D ( c:) = (0· ( e;) H ( E) U ( e;) 
is a real diagonal mat rix.* 
I.et 
H (e;) = 
be the power seri es expansion of H(E:) which converges in some 
neighbourhood of e; = 0. If there exist real numbers p such that m 
H = p I for all m !1:: 0 (e.g. if n = l ) , we can take U ( E:) = I • 
m m 
Otherwise there exists a least positive integer r such that 
* * This lemma was first proved, in a different manner, by Rellich 
[{l]) • 
H =/: pI for all real p . Then 
r 
H (E) = r-1 ) r ) (p + s:-" + • • • + E p l I + E H1 (E o '-+'1 r-
where H1 ( E) = \ 
00 
Em H 
Lm:::0 m+n 
There exists a unitary matrix U1 such that 
= diag[a I , ... ,a I ] 
1 n1 s ns 
where the a' s are distinct real numbers and s > 1 • Let 
Then, by Lemma 2.4 with J = iI, there exists a holomorphic 
unitary matrix U
2 
(e;) with U2 (0) = I such tbat 
It follows that 
= 
r-1 ) (po + c.p, + • · • + E Pr-1 1 
+ Erdiag[G, (E), ... ,Gs(E)] 
41. 
Since s > 1 this reduces the lemma to matrices of lower order . 
By repeating the process at most n - times we obtain the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.6. S th t . J -1 H , uppose e ma ri.x where H is 
Hermitian, has an r-fold pure imaginary eigenvalue ~o of definite 
42. 
type. Then there exists a J-unitary matrix G such that 
= J-1diag[iA I ,B] o r 
or J-1diag[B,-iA I] 
o r 
where B is an (n - r) x (n - r) Hermitian matrix and the first 
or second alternative holds according as A
0 
is of positive or 
negative type. 
The eigenspace 1./ and root space vJ corresponding to 
0 0 
the eigenvalue Ao of the matrix J-1H coincide. For as Ao 
is of definite type, we have I (x,x) I ~ alx2 I Ct > 0 J xe11/:. 0 
Hence if we put S = e 
J-1H 
lsmxl ~ constlxl 2 for any integer J 
m , i.e., s restricted to ~ is stable. Therefore by 
Theorem 1 .2 '{)t has a basis consisting of eigenvectors of S 
o A 
belonging to the eigenvalue e O The basis vectors will also be 
eigenvectors of 
now suppose that it 
0 
belonging to the eigenvalue 
is positive, the argument when 
We will 
11 is 
0 
negative being similar. 
J-orthogonal to ~ • 
is nondegenera te, ~ 
I.et 1f 
l denote the set of all vectors 
Since 1/0 is positive and the J-norm 
is a subspace supplementary to 
Moreover 1J 1 is invariant under A= J-1H 
for all vectors x such that Ax= Ax, 
0 
* X J.Ay = ·* * -x A Jy = 
For if 
then 
= 0 
1/ . 
0 
* X Jy = 0 
We can find bases 
such that 
g,, .•. ,gr for 11 .I 0 and 
/j /' 
g 1, ••. ,g for (/ r+ n 
for j =/= k 
= for ~ j ~ p , = -1 for p < j ~ n. 
The matrix G with columns is J -unitary and 
G*JAG = diag[ D. I ,B] o r 
We may now prove 
THEOREM 2 . 11 • Let H ( c) be a holomorphic Hermitian matrix 
such that the matrix J-1 H(O) has an r-fold pure imaginary 
eigenvalue A of definite type. 
0 
J-unitary matrix T(c) such that 
Then there exists a holomorphic 
T- 1 (c)J-lH(c)T(s) = diag[D(s),B(s)] 
or diag[B(s),D(s)] 
where D(c) 
().. is eB r x r pure imaginary diagonal matrix with 
D(O) =AI and the first or second alternative holds according 
0 
according as the eigenspace corresponding to A is positive or 0 
negative. 
Suppose the eigenvalue A
0 
has a positive eigenspace. 
Then by Lemma 2.6 there exists a J-unitary matrix G such that 
44. 
where A is a Hermitian matrix and by Lemma 2.4 there exists 
a holomorphic J-unitary matrix W(s) such that W(O) = I and 
= diag[B (s),B(s)] 
0 
As the matrix W(s) is J-unitary and the submatrix B (E) 
0 
is 
an r X r matrix with r ~ p we have that the matrix iB0 (s) 
is Hermitian. 
matrix U(E) 
Then by Lemma 2.5 there exists a holomorphic unitary 
such that u- 1 (s)iB (s)U(E) 
0 
is a real diagonal 
matrix. Thus we need only take 
T(s) = GW(s).diag[U(s),I ] 
n-r 
The proof is similar for the case of ~ having a negative 
0 
eigenspace. 
Theorem 2.1 may be obtained by applying Theorem 2. 1' a finite 
number of times and then Theorem 2.3 is obtained as in Method I . 
Alternatively, using Theorem 2.1' and in the same manner as the 
proof of Theorem 2 .3 we obtain 
THEOREM 2.3 1• Suppose the Hermitian matrix H(t,e) is 
holomorphic in E at E = 0 and continuous in t with period w. 
Moreover let the system 
J dx = H(t,O)x dt 
~JJ,'";tt fJr, 
have an r-fold multiplierjon the unit circle . 
Then there exists a J-unitary matrix S(t,E) which is 
holomorphic in E at E = 0 and continuously differenti able in 
t with period w such that the change of variables x = S(t,E)y 
transforms the perturbed system 
dx J dt = H(t,E)x 
into the autonomous system 
J ~ = diag[F (E),H (E)]y dt O 0 
or diag[H (E),F (E)]y 
0 0 
are holomorphic in E at 
is a real r x r diagonal matrix with F0 (0) = p I , o r 
F (E) 
0 
H (E) 
0 
is 
Hermitian and the first or second alternative holds according as 
the r-fold multiplier is of positive or negative type. 
The main result, Theorem 2 .3 , may now be obtained by a finite 
number of applications of Theorem 2.3 1 • 
46. 
CHAPTER 3 
REGIONS OF STABILITY 
It follows at once from the definition of strongly stable 
systems that they form an open set in the space of all linear 
canonical systems. Like any open set this set can be represented 
as a union of disjoint connected (non empty) open sets, which we 
will call regions of stability. Two strongly stable systems belong 
to the same region of stability if and only if they can be continuously 
deformed into one another without ceasing to be strongly stable. 
In this chapter we answer the two questions: how many stability 
regions are there, and how can we decide to which region a given 
strongly stable system belongs? 
There is a 1-1 correspondence between canonical systems 
(0,1) with continuous periodic coefficient matrix H(t) and 
continuously differentiable curves X(t) 
J-unitary group~ such that X(O) = I 
( O ~ t ~ w) in the 
and dX( t)l = ~, 
cft' -W dt t=O 
the correspondence being given explicitly by 
H( t) = 
Thus we are led to ask when two such curves in i can be 
continuously deformed into one another. 
We first consider a related but somewhat simpler question; 
X( w) , 
when can two strongly stable J-unitary matrices be continuously deformd 
into one another without ceasing to be strongly stable? To 
answer this question we associate with any strongly stable 
J-uni tary matrix S a sequence of p plus signs and q 
minus signs, corresponding to the eigenvalues of S as the 
circumference of the unit circle is described positively, starting 
from 1 . A plus sign is used to represent an eigenvalue of positive 
type, a minus sign for an eigenvalue of negative type, and multiple 
eigenvalues are repeated as often as their multiplicity. 
We call the signature of a strongly stable J-unitary the 
corresponding sequence of + and - signs without regard to their 
cyclic order. 
The determination of the total number of different signatures* 
pl"()\,left\ 
is an interesting combinatoriaf which was discussed by Jablonski [ [1]] 
If p or q is zero there is of course only one signature. If 
p and q are positive and relatively prime the total number is 
(n - l)!/p!q!. In the general case the total number is 
l ) qi( d)( n/d) ! 
n -' ct/( p,q) { P/d):( q/d) ! 
where (p,q) is the greatest common divisor of p and q and 
(j){d) is Eu ler's qi-function. 
* This number is equal to the number of different rings of p 
white and q red beads. 
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THEOREM 3 . 1. Two strongly stable J - unitary matrices can 
be con tinuously deformed into one another without ceasing to be 
strongly stable if and only if they have the same signature . 
The necessity of the condition is immediate, since if it were 
not satisfied then in the course of transforming one strongly 
stable J-unitary matrix into the other an eigenvalue of positive 
type would have to coincide with an eigenvalue of negative type. 
Suppose on the other hand that the two strongly stable 
J-unitary matrices S1 and ~ have the same signature. By 
Theorem 1.4 we can write 
s, 
_, 
= G1 D1 G1 , 
where G h is J-unitary and °ti is diagonal ( h = 1,2) • 
Moreover we can suppose that the diagonal elements of D1 have the 
same cyclic distribution on the unit circumference as the corresponding 
diagonal elements of D2 • Evidently D1 can be continuously 
deformed into D2 through diagonal matrices with diagonal elements 
of absolute value l without violating the strong stability condition 
(1.6). Also G1 can be continuously deformed into G2 along 
a curve in ~ ( The connectivity of ~ follows from results 
established later . ) Throughout the whole process of deformation 
we remain within the set of strongly stable J-unitary matrices, 
by Theorem 1.4 again. 
We have seen that to every strongly stable canonical system 
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there corresponds a curve X(t) ( 0 ~ t ~ w) in the group ~ 
The result which has just been established tells us when the 
ends X(w) of two such curves can be continuously deformed into 
one another without ceasing to be the monodromy matrices of strongly 
stable systems. This is necessary but not sufficient for the 
whole curves X(t) to be continuously deformed into one another 
without ceasing to be the fundamental matrices of strongly stable 
systems. To proceed further we must study the topological structure 
of the J-unitary group. 
LEMMA 3.1. If p and q are both positive the J-unitary 
group is homeomorphic to the topological product of a torus and a 
simply-connected, connected topological space. 
For purposes of clarification we divide the proof of Lemma 3.1 
into five parts . 
(i) Any invertible matrix S can be represented in the form 
S = PU , where P is positive Hermitian and U unitary . Moreover 
the representation is unique and P and U depend continuously 
on S , since P = (SS*) 
GantJ:Qacher [[1]] Vol II) 
(Polar decomposition . 
We will show that if S is J-unitary 
the factors P and U are also J-unitary. 
PU for S in the J-unitary condition (1 .3): 
S = J- 1 (S*)-1 J 
we obtain 
In fact, substituting 
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Since by (0.2) the matrix J is unitary the factors 
J-,P- 1 J and J- 1 UJ are respectively positive Hermitian and 
unitary. It follows from the uniqueness of the polar 
factorisation that 
u = r 1 (u*)-1 J 
which is what we wished to prove. 
(ii) Every positive Hermitian matrix P can be uniquely represented 
in the form P = eH, where H is Hermitian (Chevalley [[1]], p. 13). 
Moreover the mapping H -> eH establishes a homeomorphism between the 
set of all Hermitian matrices and the set of all positive 
Hermitian matrices (Chevalley [[1]], p. 14). 
J-unitary then 
If P is also 
H -J- 1 HJ e = e 
and hence, from the uniqueness of the representation, 
H = - F 1 HJ 
If 
H = 
is the partition of H corresponding to the partition (0.2) of J 
the preceding condition is equivalent to H, =iis=O. Thus the 
set of all positive Hermitian matrices in ? is homeomorphic to 
the set of all matrices of the form 
I 0 
r 
He 
I 
j ' 
0 .• 
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i.e. to a Euclidean space of dimension 2pq which is connected 
and simply-connected. 
(iii) We consider next the set of matrices which are both 
unitary and J-unitary. The unitary matrix 
( U, U2\ 
u :;: 
us u4 
will be also J-unitary if and only if U:;: J- 1UJ, therefore 
by (0.2) if and only if 
unitary matrices in ~ 
the form 
u
2 
:;: u
3 
:;: o • Thus the set of all 
coincides with the set of all matrices of 
/ u, o \ 
' 
where U 1 and U 4 are unitary matrices of dimension p x p and 
q x q, i.e. the unitary J-unitary group of matrices is the 
product of the group of p x p unitary matrices and the group 
q x q unitary matrices. 
(iv) If U1 is some unitary matrix, then Det U1 :;: ei~, 
since the modulus of the determinant of a unitary matrix is equal 
to unity. The matrix U can be written 
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where 
v, = . [ i4> ] diag e ,1, ••• ,1 
The group of matrices {Vi) is homeomorphic to the circumference 
of a circle, since to every Vi we may associate a point ei~ 
rrictt" ;l( v,-'v, 
on the unit circle. The g~s is unitary and unimodular. 
Therefore the unitary group is the topological product of a 
circumference and the group of unitary matrices with determinant l. 
(v) The group of unitary unimodularmatrices is a connected 
and simply-connected topological group (Weyl [[1]], p. 268). 
By (iv) and (v) the group of unitary matrices is homeomorphic 
to the topological product of the circumference of a circle and a 
connected and simply-connected topo logical group. The group of 
of 
unitary J-unitary matrices is the product of the group 1 p x p 
unitary matrices and the group of q xq unitary matrices. Since 
the topological product of two connected and simply-connected spaces 
is connected and simply-connected, we see that the group of V 11',-ta,j 
J-unitary matrices is homeomorphic to the product of two 
circumferences* , i.e. a 
space. By ( i) and ( ii) 
torus, and a connected and sinply-connected 
o.11 
the group ofi J-unitary matrices is 
homeomorphic to the topological product of a connected, 
* unly one circumference is present if p or q is zero. 
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simply-connected space and the group of unitary J-unitary matrices. 
Hence the J-unitary group is homeomorphic to the topological 
product of a torus and a connected, silll)ly-connected topological 
space. When S = S(t) (0 ~ t ~ w) describes a closed curve 
in ? its projections will describe the two circumferences a 
certain integral nurrber of times, say n+ and n times. We 
will call n and 
+ 
n the· indices of the closed curve S( t) • 
Two closed curves in 4 are homotopic if and only if they have the 
same positive and negative indices. 
For any J-unitary matrix 
/ s, S2 \ 
s - ' i 
Ss S4 / 
We define 
arg + S = arg det S 1 and arg _ S = arg det S 4 • 
These arguments are many-valued functions of S , different branches 
differing by multiples of 2 ,r • 
any curve in ~ then 
However if S(t) (0 ~ t f w) is 
arg S( t) lw = arg S( w) - arg S( 0) 
+ 0 + + 
and 
arg_ S( t) I~ = arg_ S( w) - arg_ S( 0) 
are uniquely determined real nurrbers when the argument of S(w) 
is obtained from that of S(0) by continuous variation along 
the curve S(t) • 
If S = PU is the polar factorisation of S then 
S1 = P1 U1 and S 4 = P 4U 4 , where P1 and P 4 are sections of 
the positive Hermitian matrix P and hence have positive determinants. 
Consequently the indices of any closed curve S(t) (0 ~ t ~ w) 
may be calculated from the formulae 
(3. 1) n+ = ;~ arg S(t)j~, n = -1 arg S(t) lwo 2~ -
Consider now the set Ji) =@(a) of all strongly stable J-unitary 
matrices with given signature a. By Theorem 3.1 3J is a 
~ fJ, (domain) (= connected open set) in the group~ of all J-unitary 
matrices. We propose to study the possible indices of closed 
curves in 
In the proof of Theorem 3,2 it is necessary to use the 
continuous reduction of a continuous closed J-unitary curve in 
We note that Lemma 2 of Gel' fand and Lidskii [ 1 ] should read 
J). 
The symplectic matrix Y is a matrix of stable type (strongly stable) 
if and only if it can be represented in the form 
where G and R are real symplectic matrices. 
R has the special form 
(3 .2) R = 
/ Cose 
- -sin e 
sine 
cos e ) 
Here the matrix 
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where S is a real diagonal matrix of order k , whose 
diagonal , elements e 1 ,e2 , ••• ,ek satisfy the condition 
0 ~ fe I< rr (s = 1,2, ••• ,k) , and then the statement: 
s 
A continuous curve Y(t) of stable type may be written 
Y(t) = G(t)R(t)G(t)- 1 
where G(t) is a continuous symplectic matrix and R(t) is a 
continuous symplectic orthogonal matrix of the form (3.2) , of 
Gel'fand and Lidskii ([1] p. 167 of translation) is not true. 
In fact, the followi ng is a counter example for the case k = 2 
We take 
where 
then 
Y( t) = 
B( t) = 
i cos B(t) 
\-sin B( t) 
sin B( t) -; 
cosB(t) l 
-rr/2 + e-l/t
2 
sin2 1/t 
' 
il/2e-l/t2 sin2/t 
1/2e-l/t
2 
sin2/t 
2 ! 
rr/2 + e-1/t cos2 1/t _! 
~ 
o < 111/"2 + e-1/t I < 1t 
:o 
G(t)-1 Y(t)G(t) - ' ! U' ( t) 
-U'·( t )'., cosB( t) 
0 :: -sinB( t) 
sinB( t)°: ; 0 U( t) : 
cosB(t) , l -U(t) 0 
= 
- ~ 
; cosiU'(t)B(t)U(t)j 
I 
I ~ 
!- s infU'( t)B( t)U( t)j 
~ 7 
sinf U' ( t)B( t)U( t) i I 
..--~ I 
co~U ' ( tJB( t)U( t)~ I 
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i ( rc/2 0 \ ; rc/2 0 \ I cos ' sin1 
-1 /t2 .' 
-l/t2 \ o rc/2 + e . .- 0 rc/2 + e I 
= 
: / rc/2 / rr/2 0 
+ -1 /t2 ) 
i -sin ( 
1 /t2 · cos· I ' O rc/2 + e - -' \ o rr/2 e . 
-
where 
U(t) 
~+'( ;)( 
I 
R(t) 
( cos 1 /t 
= \,-sin 1 /t 
0 < lrr/2 
sinl /t ) 
cos 1 /t 
1 /t2 +e- l<:r 
The orthogonal( U(t) which reduces B(t) to diagonal form is 
uniquely determined for t f 0 apart from multiplying either one 
or both of its columns by -1 • 
definite limit as t -> 0. 
Hence G(t) cannot have a 
We note that the elements of Y(t) and 
R(t) are infinitely differentiable in t. 
Before proceeding to Theorem 3 .2 we firstly prove some Lemmas. 
LEMMA 3 .2 . Any closed continuous curve S(t) (0 ~ t ~ 1) eJ) 
is homotopic in gj to a holomorphic closed curve S (t) which is 
such that S (0) , has distinct eigenvalues. 
By the proof of Lemma 2.3 we can write 
s (t ) = e r
1H(t) (0 ~ t ~ 1 ) 
where 
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J \r( t) J 
H ( t) ::: 2 1ti / . . [ zI - S ( t) r 1 -tn.z dz 
__, J"'l r/ t) 
is a ~ontinuous Hermitian matrix, the y.(t) being positively 
J 1.-th.l P"' of Sa...._e -6jpe. 
oriented simple closed curves each containing j• .. u;;t ene eigenvalue s 
of S(t) , for each fixed t, and not the origin. Suppose 
Ha is a Hermitian matrix in a sufficiently small neighbourhood 
J-,H 
of H(0) such that e 8 has distinct eigenvalues. We join 
H(0) with H6 by a continuous Hermitian curve Ha(T) , 
H ~ 0) ::: H( 0) , 
a 
neighbourhood of 
Hermitian matrix 
which remains in a sufficiently small 
H( 0) • 
Hb( T) 
Then there exists a continuous 
fo) 
with Hb ~= H(l) such that 
In f act, suppose the curve -, ( ) S (T) = e3 Ha T such that a 
Sa(0) = S(0) :::S(l) then the Hermitian matrix 
where the yj(l)'s and ~nz are the same as those in the 
formula for H(l) , is such that 
= 
We denote the end point of Hb(T) by Hb. It is obvious that the 
Hermitian curve H(0) H(l) is homotopic to the Hermitian curve 
Ha H(0) H(l) Hb through Hermitian matrices. 
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By use of Weierstrassts Approximation Theorem (Courant 
and Hilbert [[1]] Vol 1 p. 65, Apostol [[1]] p. 481) we can 
construct a polynomial Hermitian matrix H (t) (0 ~ t ~ 1) with 
l 
for O ~ t ~ 1 • The set of all n x n Hermitian matrices is 
a connected, simply-connected space (being equivalent to 
an n -dimensional Euclidean space). Therefore the curve 
Ha H(0) H(l) Hb is homotopic to H1 (t) through Hermitian matrices. 
Thus H(t) may be continuously deformed into a holomorphic curve 
H1 (t) such that during the course of deformation S(t) is 
J-1 H (t) 
continuously deformed into S1 (t) = e ' 1 through closed 
J-unitary curves in 9) . 
LEMMA 3.3. A holomorphic J-unitary curve S1 (t) 
( 0 ~ t ~ 1) , which is such that S1 ( 0) has distinct eigenvalues, 
has at most finite many values of t for which the eigenvalues of 
S1 (t) are not distinct. 
The characteristic equation of S(t) : 
f(:>., ,t) _ det(S(t) - :>.,I) = 0 
will have a rultiple root if f(:>., ,t) = 0 and f (:>.. ,t) = 0 have 
:>., 
a cormnon root. The necessary and sufficient conditions for a 
conmon root is that Sylvester's resultant determinant P(t) 
(Uspensky [[1]], p. 282) of the two polynomial equations, be zero. 
Sylvester's determinant P(t) , being a polynomial in the 
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the coefficients of f(A,t) and fA(A,t) , is a holomorphic 
function of t • On account of P(O) f O and the fact that 
P(t) is holomorphic we see that there exists only a finite number 
of values of t in [O,l] for which P(t) is zero. 
We will say that a signature cr has order of imprimitivity s 
if cr can be partitioned into s, but not more than s, identical 
blocks (1 ~ s ~ n) • Thus the signatures (++ - ++ -) and 
(++ - + - ++ - + -) each have order 2 • Since each block 
contains the same number of plus signs and the same number of minus 
signs the order s divides both p and q . 
THEOREM 3 .2 • The indices of any closed curve in clJ have 
the form 
, n == hq/s 
for some integer h, where s is the order of imprimitivity. 
Moreover for any integer h 0. 
there exists a closed curve in Cl:J 
with these indices . 
0 
Moreover we suppose that the first p elements and the last q 
elements in the diagonal of D are arranged in their natural 
0 
cyclic order on the unit circle. Let Z denote the m x m matrix 
m 
and put 
{ 0 1 0 •••••• 0 
0 0 1 ...... 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 1 
\ 1 0 0 ••• • •• 0 
l zPls 
= ( p 0 \ q/s J 
z 0 q .· 
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\ 
) 
As the Zm are permutation matrices we find that the diagonal 
matrix D = p- 1D p has the same elements as D
0 1 0 Ji,__ llla.,.,,_9-;i.is ~fr 
belongs to fl) . By definition of s / the matrix D
1 
and therefore 
~ 
such that D may be joined to it by a curve D(t) of 0 
0\ 1 2 3 1 I 2 I 3 I l 1'2 113 11 
matrices in c,,.J, e.g. suppose (+ + - + + - + + - ) 
i-& permuted 
diagonal 
represents 
the distribution of eigenvalues of D0 together with ·their type on 
1 112 113 111 2 3 1 12 13 1 
the unit circle, then (+ + - + + - + + - ) represents the 
distribution of eigenvalues of D together with their type on 
the unit circle. Moreover we can choose D(t) so that 
arg_D(t)j~ = 2nq/s 
Since P is real, orthogonal we can write (Gantmacher ([1]] Vol 1 
p . 287) 
0 \ 
,t1~ ,i 
e .· 
' 
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for some Hermitian matrices H1 , ~ • 
el~ 
For ~ 0 ~ t ~ 1 put 
G(t) 
/ etiH1 
= \._ 0 
Then G(t) is J-unitary, G(O) = I and G(l) = P. 
G(t)D1G-1 (t) is a curve in 3J which joins D1 to D0 • 
Hence 
Since 
arg · GD1G-1 = arg D1 the change in argument along this second ± ± 
curve is zero . Therefore the closed curve obtained by combining 
these two curves, which begins and ends at D 
0 
n + = p/4 , n _ = q/ s 
Now let S(t) be any closed curve in !lJ. 
has indices 
We will show 
that S(t) is homotopic to a closed curve S(t) in /lJ where 
"' S( t) has distinct eigenvalues for O ~ t ~ 1 • In Lemma 3.2 it was 
proven that S( t) is homotopic in !ii'J to a closed curve S1 ( t) 
which is holomorphic in t and has distinct eigenvalues at t = 0. 
By Lemma 3.3 the closed curve S1 (t) has at most finitely many 
values of t for which the eigenvalues of S1 (t) are not distinct. 
Therefore it is sufficient to show how we can remove one such value, 
t 0 say. 
By Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.3 we can find a holomorphic 
J-unitary matrix T(t) such that D(t) = r-1 (t)S1 (t)T(t) is 
diagonal for It - t 0 I ~ T) • If T) is sufficiently small the 
diagonal elements of D0 = D(t - T)) will be close to those of 
D = D(t + TJ) , although their order on the unit circle may differ 
1 
because some eigenvalues coalesce at t 0 • We can deform O, 
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through diagonal matrices D(t) in 3) with distinct diagonal 
elements into a matrix D2 which has the same diagonal elements 
as D0 apart from order. Moreover, by choosing ~ sufficiently 
small, we can arrange that the total change in (positive or negative) 
argument from Do to D1 along D( t) and from D to D 1 2 
....., 
along D( t) is less than 1( in absolute value. Now D = 2 p-1 D0 P,, 
t 
where p is a perruation matrix . Moreover since eigenvalues of 
.( (I) positive type are /preserved as we journey through 
' 
p has 
the- block form 
.'p O \ 
' l I 
p = ( 
\ 0 P 
2
, 
We can write iH P = e k ' k where Hk is a Hermitian matrix 
(k= 1,2). The matrix 
/ tiH, 
( e 0 
/ G( t) = \ 
· o tiH . e 2 ,, 
is J-unitary and the curve G(t)D G- 1 (t) joins 2 
Moreover the change in argument along this curve 
D2 to D in .flJ. 0 
is zero. Hence 
the total change in (positive or negative) argument along the closed 
curve D
0 
D1 D2 D0 is less than 1r in absolute value. Therefore 
this closed curve has indices n+ = 0, n_ = 0 . 
the arc D0 D1 is homotopic to the arc D D D 0 2 l 
through matrices with distinct diagonal elements. 
Consequently 
which runs 
Thus in order to calculate the possible indices of a closed 
curve S( t) in JlJ there is no loss of generality in assuming from 
the outset that S(t) has distinct eigenvalues for O ~ t ~ 1 • 
As eigenvalues of a continuous matrix curve are also continuous 
(see Ostrowski [[1]] p. 192) it may be easily shown, by the 
theory of linear equations, that the eigenvectors of a continuous 
matrix curve can also be chosen continuous provided that the curve 
has no nrultiple eigenvalues. Then by the proof of Theorem 1.4 
we can find a continuous diagonal matrix D(t) and a continuous 
J-unitary matrix G(t) such that 
S(t) = G(t) D(t) G(t)-1 • 
Since the J-unitary group is connected the closed curve S(t) is 
homotopic to the closed curve G-1 (0) S(t) G(O) • We now take 
the new S(t) to be G-1 (0) S(t) G(O) and the new G(t) to be 
Therefore in the new curve G(O) = I . 
Since S(O) = S(l) and the diagonal elements of D(t) are 
the eigenvalues of S(t) we have D(l) = P-,D(O)P for some 
pernutation matrix P. Moreover, since eigenvalues of positive 
type for one.value of t are of positive type for every value of t, 
P has the form 
0 \ ) ' 
~ I 
/ Pi 
p = j 
\ \ 0 
where P, and ~ are perrutation matrices of dimension 
p x p , q x q respectively. As no two eigenvalues of S(t) 
ever coincide, the diagonal elements of D(O) and D(l) Jillst have 
the same cyclic ordering on the unit circle . Noting that the 
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signature a may be partitioned into s identical blocks, each 
of which contains p/s plus signs and q/s minus signs, it follows 
that the lowest non zero powers of Zp and Zq (the matrices 
permuting the eigenvalues of positive and negative type, respectively), 
for which cyclic ordering is preserved, are z~/s and zts, 
respectively. Therefore the possible forms of D(l) = P~ D(O)P 
are found by taking 
p 
l 
= Z -tp/s p 
for some integer -t ( 0 ~ -t ~ s) • We can join D( 0) to 
D(l) by diagonal matrices D(t) in Jo , so that 
arg_D(t)I~ = 2rr -tq/s 
Since G(l) D(l) G-1 (1) = D(O) and D(l) = P-1 D(O)P the 
-1 
matrix G(l)P comm.Jtes with D(O) and hence, since D(O) has 
distinct diagonal elements, is a diagonal matrix F • We can 
join I to F by diagonal J-unitary matrices F(t) • Suppose 
where H1 , ~ are Hermitian, and put 
,..., 
G( t) (
e tiH1 
= F( t) 
,. o 
0 
trn I · e -'2; 
The curve S(t) = G(t) D(t) G(t)- 1 joins D(O) = S(O) to 
G(l) D(l) G-1 (1) = S(l) . Thus this curve is closed. The 
,_ 
The composite curve S(t) , obtained by describing first S(t) 
and then S(t) in the reversed sense, has a representation 
S(t) = G(t)D(t)G(t)- 1 
where G(t) is a continuous J-unitary matrix, D(t) is 
a continuous diagonal matrix and 
D(O) = D(l), G(O) = G(l) 
ie.(t) 
Since each eigenvalue e J of S(t) returns to its 
original value as t increases from O to l then e.(t) J must 
change by some multiple of 2rt. Moreover e /t) (j ~ p) must 
change by the same multiple of 2rt as ek(t) (k > p) , since 
otherwise the strong stability condition (1 .6) would be violated 
at some point of the curve. 
by the same amount 2m,r • 
A 
Hence all e. (t) (j = 1, ••• ,n) change 
J 
It follows from (3.1) that the indices 
of the closed curve D(t) are 
, n 
Let be the indices of the closed curve G(t) 
and set 
a = -2rrr 
+ 
Since the diagonal matrix 
, f3 = -2rrr 
(0 ~ t ~ l) 
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K(t) ita itf:1 = diag[e , 1, .•. ,1,e ] 
commutes with D(t) we can replace G(t) by G(t) K(t) . But 
arg G(t) K(t) j • = arg G(t) I' + a 
+ 0 + 0 
arg_G(t) K(t) I~ = arg_G(t) I~+ f:I 
and hence the indices of the closed curve G(t) K(t) are both 
zero. Thus the closed curve G(t) K(t) can be continuously deformed 
into a point within 4 and we may take this point to be the unit 
matrix. This shows that the closed curve S(t) is homotopic in 3) 
to the closed curve D(t) • 
S,.,_, I ) Since arg+ ,t "' = arg D t) 
+ 
It therefore has the same indices. 
the indices of S(t) are -tp/s, 
-tq/s • It then follows that the indices of S(t) are 
n = (ms+ -t)p/s, 
+ 0 n = (ms+ t)q/s 0 
This completes the proof of the 
? 
I.et .,6 = t (er) denote the 
in ? which start from the ~it 
We divide & into subsets e. J,m 
theorem. 
set of all curves X(t) (0 ~ t ~ w) 
matrix and end in some point of cl). 
(0 ~ j < p/s ; m = o., .:!: l, ••. ) 
in the following way. Let X
0 
(t) (0 ~ t ~ w) be a fixed curve 
in 6 and let S = X (w) • 
0 0 Let x, (t) (0 ~ t ~ w) be any 
other curve in f ending in the point s1 = X1 (w) • We join S0 
in fl) , so that to S1 by a curve s, (t) (O~t~l) 
Then 
s, (0) = s 0 , s, (1 ) = s 1 
arg X (t)lw + arg S (t)I' = arg X (t) lw + 2IDJ( 
-o O _ , 0 -1 0 
for some integers j, m. Suppose we join S
0 
to S1 by 
, 
, 
another curve s 1 , (t) (0 f t f 1) in;/) • Then by Theorem 3,2 
the index of the curve s 1 ,(t) (Oft fl) is 
~arg+Sl , (t) I 0 
of curves in /J:.) 
hp/s where h is some integer. The n indices 
+ 
joining S
0 
to S1 differ by integral multiples 
of p/s and therefore we may choose a S1 (t) (Oft fl) in 
such that 0 f j < pjs • With this restriction on j the integer 
j , Ill are uniquely determined by the 
corresponding set g. . 
curve X (t) 
1 
and we put x, (t) 
in the 
J,m 
We will now show that two curves x, (t) , ~ (t) in t can 
be continuously deformed into one another without their endpoints 
leaving i) if and only if they belong to the same subset e . 
J,m 
For let 
arg X (t) lw + arg S (t) I' = arg+X2 (t) j0w + 2j',r +o o +2 o , 
arg_X0 (t)j~+arg_s2 (t)j~ = arg_~ (t)1~+2m',r 
be the corresponding 
curve in JlJ joining 
we get 
equations for X (t) , 
2 
S to S = X (w) 
0 2 2 
where S2 (t) is a 
Then by subtraction 
, 
l 
I 
l 
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arg X1 (t)lw + arg S(t)I' = arg X (t)lw + 2(j' + 0 + 0 +2 0 j) 1( 
arg X (t) lw + arg S(t)I' = arg X (t)lw + 2(m' - m)1t 
-1 0 - 0 -2 0 
where S(t) is a curve in 3J joining S1 to S 2 But x, (t) 
can be continuously deformed into ~(t) without its endpoint 
leaving if and only if there exists a curve R(t) in~ 
joining S1 to S2 such that 
arg X (t) lw + arg R(t) I' = arg+X2 (t) lwo + 1 0 + 0 
arg_X1 (t)j~ + arg_R(t)j~ = arg_X2 (t)I~ 
Comparing these equations with the previous ones we see from 
Theorem 3,2 that such a curve exists if and only if 
j' = j+hp/s J m' = m + hq/s 
for some integer h. On account of the restrictions on j, 
j I this is equivalent to j' = j and m' = m. 
We show next that none of the sets e j,m 
S d . [ i01 i0n] 
0 
= iag e , .•. ,e 
be a diagonal matrix in fJJ and let 
is empty. Let 
X (t) _ d. [ it0 1 /w it0n/w] 
0 - iag e , ... ,e (0 f t f w) 
Evidently 
arg X (t)lw = 
+ 0 0 l p e , j=l j arg X (t)lw = - 0 0 
For the curve x1 (t) we take 
( ) . ita it~ = X t .diag[ e ,1, ..• ,1,e ] 
0 
where a= -2j~/w (0 ~ j ~ p/s) and ~ = -2m.n/w 
This curve has the same endpoint S
0 
and 
arg X (t) lw = lP e. - 2j~ , + l 0 
._, j=l J 
arg_X1 (t)j~ = ln ek - 2m,r 
k=p+l 
Thus X1 (t) E ~j,m 
Finally we return from curves in~ to linear canonical 
systems. Let X
1 
(t) , X
2
(t) (0 ft~ w) be the fundamental 
matrices for two strongly stable systems. We suppose that the 
monodromy matrices X (w) , X (w) have the same signature, i.e. 
l 2 
they belong to the same region ~ = JJc a) , and moreover that 
X (t) 
2 
belong to the same set g . . Then X (t) can J,m 1 
be continuously deformed into JS(t) 
leaving ~ • It is not difficult to 
in i without its endpoint 
see that by modifying the 
deformation slightly we can arrange that every intermediate curve 
X(t) is a fundamental matrix for some linear canonical system, i.e. 
it is continuously differentiable and satisfies the relation 
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dX(t) I = dX(t) I x(w) 
dt W dt O ' Consequently we can sum up the whole of 
the preceding argument in 
THEOREM;.;. If p and q are both positive the stability 
regions of the line?.r canonical system (0.1) are characterised by 
a signature a, an integer j such that O ~ j < pjs where s 
is the order of imprimitivity of a, and an arbitrary integer m 
Moreover, in principle at any rate we have a means of 
determ ·:ning to which stability domain a given strongly stable 
system belongs. The above result requires modification if p or q 
is zero. In this case the group f of J -unitary matrices 
becomes the group 11. of unitary matrices. The set J} coincides 
with the unitary group 1,{. Also, as there is only one signature, 
either a= (- - - .•. - -) for p = 0 or a=(+++ ... ++) 
for q = 0, closed curves in /;tJ have arbitra:ry index. Therefore 
any two curves ~(t) (0 ~ t ~ w) , ~(O) =I, k = 1,2, 
in ttJ. may have their endpoints joined by a curve in ~ such tha. t 
the closed curve formed has zero index. 
region of stability. 
Hence there is only one 
CHAPTER ;4 
DYNAMICAL INSTABILITY 
In this short chapter, we obtain first approximation 
forD1Jlae for the r~ions of dynamical instability of linear 
canonical systems. 
We consider the linear canonical system 
( 4. 1) dx J dt = (H0 + H(nt,E)]x , 
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where H0 is a constant Hermitian matrix, H(T,E) is a continuous 
Hermitian matrix function with period 21C in T , and J is an 
invertible skew-Hermitian matrix. Without loss in generality we 
take J to be of the form (0.2) • 
( 4.2) 
The unperturbed system 
J dx = Hox dt 
is assumed to be stable. Consequently, by Theorem 1 ·8 , the matrix 
-, 
J' H0 has pure imaginary eigenvalues i.w, , ••• ,jwn and corresponding 
eigenvectors ~ ,f2 , ••• ,f0 such that 
0 if j f k 
(4.3) ( fj,f}d - i-'1 (Jfj,fk) = { l if j = k ~ p 
-1 if j = k > p 
By the Corollary to Theorem 1.8, the autonomous system (4.2) is 
strongly stable with respect to perturbations of period 2it/n0 
• 
I 
I 
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if and only if 
If this condition is not satisfied the question arises, for 
what values of ( n, E) near ( n0 ,0) is the system(4.l) unstable? 
The simplest case is where 
( j ~ p < k) 
holds for j = j 0 , k = k0 but for no other values of j , k. 
We shall show that in this case, if n = n
0 
+ XE , then the 
system (4.1) is unstable or stable for all small E / 0 according 
as )(. lies inside or outside a certain interval (X1 ~ ) • Thus 
the region in the ( n, E)-plane for which (4.1) is unstable is 
given to a first approximation near the point ( n
0
,0) by the 
region between the lines with slopes .x , , ~ through this point. 
OJr starting-point is the following le1J1Da, which was 
suggested by a paper of Levinson [l ] • 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose the matrix function A( E) is differentiable 
at E = 0 • Let A( 0) have an r -fold eigenvalue 11. and let 
there exist r linearly independent corresponding eigenvectors. 
Then for all small E / 0 A( E) has r eigenvalues of the 
form 11. + Eµ . + o( E) (j = 1, ••• ,r ) • J 
We can find an invertible matrix C such that 
... 
I 
I 
I 
' 
I 
I 
c-1 A( O)C = 
.;q 0 
r 
0 Q 
where Q - Aln-r is non-singular. Hence 
c-1 A( c: )C = 
. 
' 0 
0 ·. 0 
+ EB -t;e5( E) 
Q· 
, 
where Thus w = A + Eµ is 
an eigenvalue of A( E) if and only if the determinant 
B11 - µI r + o(l) 
c:B21 + o( E) 
vanishes, i.e. if and only if 
B 12 + 0 ( 1) 
Q - ( A + Eµ ) In-r + EB22 + o( E) 
det(B11 - µIr>det( Q - Ain-r) + f( c: ,µ ) = 0 , 
where f( c: ,µ ) is a polynomial of degree n in µ , the coefficients 
of which are functions of E tending to zero as E - > 0. Here 
the matrices B, 1 , B12 , ~, , ~ 2 are respectiyely the 
r x r , r x ( n - r · ) , ( tl - r ) x r , ( n - r ) x ( n - r ) 
partitioned matrices of B 
; B1, 
B = 
It follows at once from Rouch~'s theorem that if B11 has 
eigenvalues µ1 , ••• ,µr then A( E) has eigenvalues 
I 
I 
i 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
A.+ 0,J.j + c( E) (j = 1, ••• ,r) • 
Putting T = nt and n = n0 + X E , the system (4.1) 
takes the form 
(4.4) 
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to T. 
Let X(T, E) be the fundamental matrix for (4.4) such that 
X(O, s ) c I • In particular, 
X(T,0) = 
By standard theorems on the differentiability of solutions with 
respect to a parameter (Coppel [DJ] p. 22), X(T, E) is 
differentiable with respect to E at 
solution of the system 
E = 0 and X ( T, 0) 
E 
which vanishes at T = 0. Therefore, by the variation of 
constants forIIJJla, 
is the 
The stability of the system (4.4) is determined essentially 
by the eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix X(2n, E) • If C 
is the matrix with columns f 1 , ••• ,fn then 
-1 2nn0 D e 
' 
.... 
I, 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
: 
I 
I 
j 
..._ 
where D = diag(iw1 , ••• ,iwnJ • Hence 
where 
But C 
C-1 X( 2rt , E )C 211:n-
1 D 
= e O + EB + o( E) , 
B = c-1 x (2n,O)C 
E 
. -, -, _, * is J-unitary, so that C J = J C • Therefore 
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J 2rr -1 -1 -1 D (4.5) B = n~1 e2nno 0(e-rno D 3-1c*H(-r,o)ce-rno - xn~1 D}dr 0 
Now the (j,k) th element of the matrix c*H(-r,O)C is the scalar 
product (H(-r,O)fk,fj) • Hence the (j,k) th element of the 
matrix in the integrand is (4.4) is 
f3 ( ) _:n-1 e2:rrno
1 jwj(rv e-rno l'i(Wk""Wj}H(-r O)f f.) - 1 s, } jk -r = ~·o '""'j c , , k' J + xn0 wj u jk , 
where a . = l for j ~ p and = -1 for j > p • 
J 
Let the Fourier expansion of H(-r,O) be 
(4.6) 
Since H(-r,O) is Hermitian we have H(-s) = H(s)~ • If 
wk= wj + hn0 for some integer h the value of the integral of 
f3jk(-r) over the interval (0,2n) is 
---
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
So far our argument has been conpletely general. We 
now restrict attention to the case mentioned at the outset and 
suppose that 
holds for j = 1, k = n and for no other values of j , k with 
j ~ p < k. Moreover we put 
(4.7) m = ( u>n - w1 )/ n0 • 
The stability of the system (4.4) is determined by the two 
eigenvalues of X( 21: ,E) in the neighbourhood of "' = e'2:Jr. iJ.JJ; / no • 
By Lemma 4.1 and its proof these eigenvalues have the form 
"' + E+l- j + 0{1::) , where µ 1 and µ2 are the eigenvalues of the 
2 x 2 matrix 
i b, i b , n , 
• 
It follows that if p 1 , p2 are the eigenvalues of the matrix 
R = 
' < (0) _, H f 1 , f 1 ) + xn0 w, 
\ -(H(m)f, ,fn) 
then the eigenvalues of X(2~, E) near "' have the form 
(j = 1,2) 
• 
The quadratic equation with roots p , p has real coefficients 
l 2 
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and discriminant 
= nf (x - x, )(x - x2 ) if m :/ o , 
where 
( 4.8) x, 2 , 
If x lies inside the intezval (x, ,Xe) then t::. < O • 
Hence p
1 
, p
2 
are not real and (4.4) is unstable for small 
• 
E '/ O • If X lies outside the interval (X1 ,~) then l::. > 0 • 
Hence p 1 , p2 are real and distinct. Since p 1 / p2 the 
corresponding eigenvalues of X(2:rc,s) cannot be JDJtually inverse 
.,de<e.bcr-t J2.<l..cA. /,es O >" .#,g V"~t ,·1(c./Q . 
with respect to the unit circle. A Again, since p 1 / p2 , each 
is s~le. Therefore the system (4.4) is stable. Thus if m:-/ 0 
the system ( 4.4) is unstable or stable for small E -:/ 0 according 
as X lies inside or outside the interval 
by (4.6), (4.7), (4.8). 
( X ,x ) determined 
l 2 
If m = O the same argument shows that, for any X , the 
system (4.4) is stable or unstable for small E i O according as 
In particular, we certainly have stability if H( O) > 0 • We 
sum up the preceding argument in 
I 
I 
' 
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THECREM 4.1. Suppose the unperturbed linear canonical system 
(4.2), in which the matrix J-1H0 has pure imaginary eigenvalues 
iw , ••• ,iwn and corresponding eigenvectors f , ••• ,f satisfying 
, 1 n 
condition (4.3), is stable with 
for j = 1, k = n and for no other values of j, k with 
j ~ p < k. Then if m= (wn - w1 )/n0 is not equal to zero, 
the region in the (n,E)-plane for which (4.1) is unstable is given 
to a first approximation near the point ( n0 ,0) by the region 
between the lines n = n0 + X112E where 
x,,2 = 
the matrices H(O) , H(m) being coefficients in the Fourier 
expansion 
H(T,0) iT~ e • 
If m = O, the system (4.1) is stable or unstable for small 
E ,f O according as 
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CHAPI'ER 5. 
CONVEXITY 
In this chapter we investigate the convex properties of the 
stability regions and we then make use of these properties by 
obtaining sufficient conditions for the strong stability of 
canonical systems. 
Throughout this chapter the following notation will be used: 
j} (t) = (H(t)} is the set of all continuous n x n Hermitian 
matrix functions H(t) which are periodic of period w in t, 
~ (t) = {X(t)} is the set of all continuous curves X(t) 
(0 ~ t ~ w) in the J-unitary group with X(O) =I. 
If rrfl c j:f_ (t) then we write 
form. 
,f ~ ( t) - f (!fl ) C ~ ( t) 
§ 1 • CONVEX STABILITY REGIONS. 
The metric {x,y) = i-1y* Jx is a symmetric Hermitian bilinear 
By definition the vector space //J' with metric {x,y) is 
pseudo-unitary. The Gram matrix corresponding to the ~tric 
{x,y) is the matrix iJ. Suppose H is a constant aoneiuguht1 
Hermitian matrix. Then the linear transformation J<. on ''/J with 
'I 
I 
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matrix K = iJ-1H is symmetric and we have: 
THEOREM 5.1 (Ms.l'cev [[1]] P 245). 
10. The elementary divisors of (K - AI) are of two types 
I (A - A )m with A real 
0 0 
(A - o:)m , (A - a)m <I o:f=o . II vith 0: complex, ~J m 
20. The space !If may be represented 
Where the subspaces fP> , , ••• , ~ r are pairwise J-orthogonal and 
each subspace either corresponds to an elementary divisor of Type I 
or is a direct sum of two subspaces corresponding to complex 
conjugate elementary divisors of Type II. 
3°. In each of the subspaces S h we may choose a basis in which 
the matrix ~ of the transformation j.( and the Gram matrix Ghh have 
the corresponding forms 
/ 0 0 ... 0 1) I 
Qm (;\o) ' 00 1 0 I ~ = <\ih = 6h(, . . ... . . 
1 0 0 0 ,' I , .. 
where ~(A
0
) denotes the m x m Jordan block with eigenvalue 
).
0 
and 6h = 1 or -1 depending on the properties of 1<, • 
II Ghh 
= c~~ 
1 0 
0 1 \ 
1 0 ' 
. . / 
0 0 ' 
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Theorem 5.1 may be rewritten 
THEOREM 5.1 '. There exists a nonsingular matrix T such that 
the ma.trices T- 1 .r1 HT and T* JT are simultaneously reduced to 
box diagonal forms : 
T- 1 JHT = i-1diag[K ,K , .•• ,K ] 
11 22 rr 
T*JT = i diag[G ,G , ••• ,G ] 
11 22 rr 
where the ¾ii, Ghh are one of the two types, I or II, in 
Theorem 5.1. 
By lemma 2.3, every J-unitary matrix X may be written JH e 
where H is a Hermitian matrix. Hence by Theorem 5.1' there follows 
THEOREM 5 .2 • Suppose X is a J-unitary matrix. Then there 
exists a nonsingular matrix T such that the matrices T- 1 X T 
and T* JT are simultaneously reduced to box diagonal forms: 
i -1K · -lv_ . -1K 
· [ 11 l. •>c2 l. IT] diag e ,e , ••• ,e 
= 
where the ¾ii, Ghh are one of the two types, I or II, in 
Theorem 5.1. 
We may now designate a type to the eigenvalues of a J-unitary 
matrix X • 
Suppose Ph , !Phi = 1 , is an m-multiple eigenvalue ct: the 
82. 
matrix X and the corresponding matrix iGhh has m 
1 
eigenvalues 
i and m
2 
eigenvalues -i, m1 + m2 = m. Then we say that 
there coincide m1 eigenvalues of positive type and m2 of 
negative type at the point Ph. By calculation of the eigenvalues 
of iGhh it can be readily seen that when oh = 1 we have 
and when oh = -1 we have m ~ m 
2 1 
Eigenvalues of X which do not lie on the unit circle 
occur in pairs, both m-multiples which are symmetric 
with respect to the unit circle. The matrix Ghh corresponding 
to these eigenvalues is of Type II of Theorem 5. 1 and the matrix 
iGhh has m eigenvalues i and m eigenvalues -i • The 
m-multiple eigenvalue Ph, !Phi f 1 , will be called an m-multiple 
eigenvalue of positive type if !Phi< 1 and of negative type if 
!Phi> 1 • 
The spectrum of eigenvalues of X arranged with eigenvalues 
of positive type in the first positions followed by eigenvalues of 
negative type will be denoted by t (X) , i.e. t(X) = 
(+) (+) (-) (-) 
= (p 1 , ••• ,P ,P + , ••• ,P } • The symbol I: will denote the P P 1 n 
" "" 
set of all s (X) • If .,rn_ c :H (t) , we write 11( = s 01 1) c ~ . 
The arg±X of a J -unitary matrix X, as defined in Chapter 3, 
is not very convenient for use in this Chapter. We define 
= \ P arg p ( +) , 
L h=l h ).n arg /-) '--'h=p+l h 
' 
·~- ·---
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where p~+) and p~-) are respectively eigenvalues of positive 
and negative type. The fact that arg(±)X is equivalent to 
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose the curves X1 (t) , ~(t) (0 ~ t ~ w) 
in ~ , have common endpoints. Then the curves X
1 
(t) , 
are homotopic in ~ without displacement of their endpoints 
only if 
X (t) 
2 
if and 
The curves X1 (t) and X2 (t) are homotopic in ¼ without 
displacement of their endpoints if and only if the indices 
n+, n_ of the closed curve formed equal zero. Therefore 
by equation (3.1) of Ch~pter 3 it is necessary and sufficient 
that 
(5 .2) 
Thus we need only prove that (5.1) is equivalent to (5.2). 
let X (0) = X (0) = X' , 
l 2 
be the curve X1 (t) and X'bX" 
X
1 
(w) = X2 (w) = X" , X' a X" 
be the curve X (t) , see Fig 1 
2 
----
We denote the curve X'aX''bX' by X(t) (0 ~ t ~ w) 
{ 
x, (2t) 
X(t) -
- X (2w - 2t) 
2 
, 
, 
0 :,,; t ,5; ~ 
- - 2 
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The curve X(t) is closed, therefore changes in arg±X(t) . , when 
t moves from 0 to w, mu.st be integral multiples of 2rt and 
we may write 
(5 .3) arg X(t) lw = 2rtj, 
+ 0 
arg X(t)lw = 21(1Il 
- 0 
where j and m are integers. For any j and m there exists 
a closed curve U(j,m)(t) (0 f t f w) in } such that 
(5 .4) 
In fact the curve 
u(j,m) (t) 
= 
= arg U(j,m) (t) lw = 
+ 0 
= arg_ u(j,m) (t) I~ = 
itrtjt/w 
1 ·1___ C 
• 1 
\ i2,ont/w e 
• 1 
2rtj 
satisfies this condition. Denoting by V(t) (0 ~ t f w) the closed 
curve U c X' a X" b X' c U we see that 
0 0 
arg V(t) lw = 
+ 0 
arg V(t) lw = 
- 0 
Therefore 
arg+X(t) I~ = 
arg X(t) lw = 
- 0 
2rtj 
2ron 
_. 
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· th u(j,m)(t) i.e. e curves and V(t) are homotopic in % . 
continuous deformation with fixed endpoints (U "are" the 
0 
fixed "endpoints") the increments in arg(±) do not change and 
so we may write 
and by (5.4) 
arg(+)V(t) I~ = 2nj, 
As (±) ,w (±) w arg X(t) = arg V(t)I (I 0 we have 
(5. 5) arg(-)X(t) I~ = 2nm 
i.e. for closed curves the new args have the same value as the 
old args. 
In 
If (5.1) is true, then j = 0, m = 0 in (5.5) and from 
(5.3) there follows (5.2), i.e. X1 (t) can be continuously deformed 
into X
2
(t) without variation of endpoints. If (5.1) is not true 
then j, m # 0 in (5.3), i.e. (5.2) is not true and it is 
impossible to have such a deformation. 
of· the Theorem. 
This completes the proof 
A curve H ( t, s) € f-, ( t) is called increasing if 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
... 
H(t,s 1 ) ~ H(t,s ) 2 * 
for s ~ s 
1 2 
A curve ~(s) e ~ will be called increasing if all 
eigenvalues of negative type lying on the unit circle and not 
coinciding with eigenvalues of positive type only move in a positive 
direction on the unit circle (in the sense of increasing argument) 
or remain in their places, and eigenvalues of positive type on 
the unit circle not coinciding with eigenvalues of negative type 
only move in a negative direction or remain in their places. 
I 
A curve X(s) e ~/- will be called increasing if 
~(s) = ~(X(s)) is increasing. 
THEOREM 5.4. Suppose the curve H(t,s) e// (t) is a piecewise 
·** linear increasing curve in s (-oo < s < oo) • Then the 
monodromy matrix X(w,s) of the corresponding canonical system is 
increasing in s • 
* 
** 
The notation A~ B means that for any vector x 
(Ax,x) ;; (Bx,x) • 
The s axis may be divided into a finite number of intervals on 
each of which the matrix H(t,s) has the form H(t,s) ~ H (t) + 
0 
+ sH1 (t) , H1 (t) > 0, and on the ends of the intervals it must 
be continuous • 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Suppose at s = s the canonical system with Hermitian 
0 
matrix H(t,s) has an r-fold multiplier, of positive 
or negative type on the unit circle. Then in a small neighbourhood 
of the system may be written 
(5 .6) [H(t,s ) + EH (t)]x 
0 1 
where E is a real parameter varying in a sufficiently small 
neighbourhood of the origin and H1 (t) > 0 Let X(t,E) be the 
fundamental matrix of (5.6) such that X(O,E) =I. By standard 
theorems on the differentiability of solutions with respect to a 
parameter, X(t,E) is differentiable with respect to E at 
E = 0 and XE(t,O) is the solution of the system 
dY 
dt = 
which vanishes at t = 0. 
formula 
By the variation of constants 
= X(t,o) J t X(u,o)- 1 [ 1 H (u)X(u,O)du 
0 1 
Also from Theorem 5,2 there exists an invertible matrix T such that 
T" 1X(w,O)T = exp (diag[i0 I ,A]) 
o r 
T*JT = i diag[6 I ,B] 
o r 
where 6 e~uals 1 or -1 according to positive or ~egative 
0 
type. Hence 
I 
I 
' .... 
where 
exp(diag[ ie I ,A]) + a: + o (E) 
o r 
C = T~1xE(w,O)T 
= T- 1 X(w,O)TG- 1 f w T*x* (u,O)H (u)X(u,O)Tdu 
0 1 
By Lemma 4.1 and its proof, the eigenvalues of X(w,E) in the 
neighbourhobd of eieo have the form 
where the aj (j = 1,2, ••. ,r) are eigenvalues of the upper 
diagonal r x r partition of the matrix 
[ w T*)(~ (u,O)H
1 
(u)X(u,O)Tdu 
As the matrix H1 (u) is positive definite, the integrand of the 
r X r matrix under consideration will also be positive definite and 
hence the eigenvalues a. are positive real numbers. 
J 
Since 5 = l 
0 
or -1 
, 
according to positive or negative type of the multiplier, 
the proof of the theorem is complete. 
For matters of convenience we write (i) 
t(H(t)) = t(X(w)) where H(t) e f :/- (t) , X(t) = f[H(t)] and 
(ii) arg(±)t(X) = arg(±)X where Xe ~ • 
A set 1Yl c j:.:/ (t) will be called convex if for H1 (t) , 
~ (t) e lf1l the condition 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I .._ 
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implies that 
H (t) t: 1(1, • 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose the set 1f!/ c f:i (t) is a stability 
A 
region such that the set /171, possesses the property: All closed 
curves ~ (s) (0 ~ s ~ 1) which satisfy the conditions; 
0 
1°. ~ (s) is an increasing curve for O ~ s ~ ½, 
0 
~o (s) € iff( 
~o (so) r/. ~ 
for ½ ~ s ~ 1 , 
for some 
are such that 
(5. 7) arg(+)~ (s)j 1 = 2~k, 
0 0 
1 O<s < 2 , 0 
where k, t are integers which are not simultaneously zero . 
Then the region 1rL is convex. 
Suppose H (t) , H (t) € 1'fl. and H(t) fj. 1/l such that 
l 2 
The curve 
H (t,s) 
0 
= { (1 - 4s)H1 (t) + 4sH(t) , 0 ~ s ~ ¾ 
(2 - 4s)H(t) +(4s - l)H
2
(t) , ¾ ~ s ~ ½ 
is a piecewise linear increasing curve in s which firstly joins 
to H (t) • 
2 
As 1fL is a stability region, there exists a 
curve H (t,s) 
l 
(½ ~ s ~ 1) € 1n joining H (t) 
2 
to H1 (t) such 
that the closed curve 
I 
I 
I 
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{ 
H (t,s) , 
H(t,s) - o 
- H (t,s) , 
l 
has a corresponding closed curve s (s) = t (H(t,s)) 
0 
in E which 
satisfies condition by Theorem 5 . 4; condition 2°, by choice; 
and condition 3°, by assumption. As the linear space 
aH(t) + pH1 (t,s) (½ ~ s ~ l) is simply connected, the curve H(t,s) 
is contractable, in J/ (t) , to a point and therefore 
We have shown that if 1n is not convex then we may always find a 
closed curve so(s) satisfying conditions 0 0 0 l , 2 and 3 but 
not (5.7). Therefore 1il is convex if all closed curves s (s) 
0 
satisfying conditions 1°, 2°, 3° also satisfy (5.7). 
arcs, 
H (t) 
We may now prove 
THEOREM 5 . 5 • Suppose the unit circle is divided into r 
(~k,~k+l) (k = o, ... ,r-1) and 1f1[o] is the set of nil 
from the stability region lfn. = 1fl: (cr) for which the J,m J,m 
corresponding canonical system has pk multipliers of positive type 
and ~ multipliers of negative type on the kth arc arranged such 
that there is no alternation of multipliers of different type . 
Then 1(l [o] is a convex stability region. 
We firstly note that on an arc (~k,~k+l) , same type 
I 
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multipliers of different canonical systems belonging to 
cannot have arguments differing by multiples of 2n • 
1n [ 0] 
Since if 
this were so we could have the case of two curves with common end 
points belonging to 1(1 [ it) such that the closed curve formed 
has 6. arg(+) f O or 6. arg(-) f O and then by Theorem 5.3 
11![ ] is not a subset of 1fl . 
0 Jffi 
We now show that the set 1Yl [o] is a stability region. As 
rfl C 1i/. [o] j,m any two curves in ilt_ [ o] (t) can be continuously 
deformed into one another with the curve of deformation lying 
in !ff/ . (t) . 
Jm 
To show that 1r? is a stability region we need show 
0 
that the path of deformation may be chosen to lie entirely in 
11/ [o] (t) • In fact suppose H (t) and H (t) 2 belong to m[ o] , l 
then by Theorem 1 .4 there exists j-unitary matrices G1 , G2 such 
that X = G1 D1G11 , l where X1 , ~ are monodromy 
matrices of the canonical systems corresponding to H (t) and H (t) 
2 l 
respectively and D , D are diagonal matrices with diagonal 
l 2 
elements of absolute value one. The matrices D , D 
l 2 
belong 
to im_[o] and may be joined by a continuous diagonal curve 
D(s) (0 ~ s ~ 1) €1f?[o] • We join G
1 
to G
2 
by a continuous 
j-unitary curve G(s) (0 ~ s ~ 1) • Then X1 is joined to X2 
by the curve G(s) D(s) G(s)-1 "' which lies in 1f1 [o] • 
In order to prove convexity we need consider the closed curves 
t
0
(s) mentioned in Lemma 5.1. We may assume that all the elements of 
I 
I 
... 
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of t
0
(s) lie on the unit circle. In fact by definition, the 
elements of S (s) 
0 
which do not lie on the unit circle can only 
exist for s on the open interval (o,½) . Suppose [ s ,s ] 
l 2 
is an interval in which ~ (s) has elements which do not lie on 
0 
the unit circle. Then by symmetry of the multipliers with respect 
to the unit circle, such elements must occur in pairs in which 
the members are of opposing type. Continuous deformation of these 
elements onto the unit circle produces a curve t(s) which has all 
of its elements on the unit circle, a multiple element of differing 
type for s 1 ~ s ~ s2 and the same properties as those of the 
original curve ~
0
(s) • 
Suppose the functions q>a(s) (0 ~ s ~ 1 , a= 1,2, ••• ,p) and 
1113 (s) (0 ~ s ;!l!i 1 , /3 = p + 1, ••• ,n) are respectively arguments 
of multipliers of negative and positive type in the curve ~(s) • 
The motion of the multipliers in t(s) on the kth arc (i k,ik+l) 
of the unit circle are now represented in the rectangle ~k ~ ~ ~ ik+l 
0 ~ s ~ 1 , by the functions 
of the multipliers of systems 
and 1113 (s) • The properties 
are such that the functions 
q,0 (s) , 1113 (s) only cross the lines ~ = ~k (k = 0, 1, ... ,r-1) 
for O < s < ½ • As at least two curves q>a (s) and 1113 (s) l l 
intersect for O < s < ½ and as the configuration of the types 
of multipliers on the arc (~k,ik+l) of the unit circle is the 
same for s = 0 and s = ½ the values arg(+\ (s) j 1 and 
0 
arg(-)t(s)I~ cannot be simultaneously zero, An example is ilJ.ustrated 
--" 
in Fig. 2 where the heavy lines represent the arguments of 
multipliers of negative type and the dotted lines represent the 
arguments of positive type. By Lemma 5.1 the stability region 
'1tf O) is convex. This completes the proof of the Theorem 
4) 
0 = 0 
0 ½ 1 
(J = (- + -) 
arg(+)Us)ll 
= 0 , arg ( - \ ( s) I 1 = 2-rr 0 0 
Fig. 2. 
The region 'W[ [ o] is nonconvex if there is alternation of 
multipliers on one of the arcs is illustrated in Fig 3. 
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s 
I 
T) I' 
(p, = 2n: 
(p = 0 
0 
0 l 
2 
(1 = (- + -) 
= 0 
Fig 3, 
= 0 
THEOREM 5,6. Suppose the Hermitian matrices H (t) , H (t) 
1 2 
of two strongly stable canonical systems can be joined by a 
piecewise linear increasing curve H(t,s) : H(t,O) = H
1 
(t) , 
H(t,1) = H2 (t) , which is such that the canonical system with 
Hermitian matrix H(t,s) (0 ~ s ~ 1) is strongly stable. 
Then the canonical system with H(t) : H
1 
(t) ~ H(t) ~ fi.?(t) is 
also strongly stable and belongs to the same stability region as 
that of H
1 
(t) and H (t) . 
2 
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s 
By assumption the matrix H(t,s) belongs to one of the stability 
regions 1TL. . J,m Let ei8o be a point on the unit circle, for 
........ 
I 
.... 
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definiteness we suppose that the argument e
0 
is less than the 
argument of any multiplier of the system 
(5 .8) dx J dt = H(t,s)x , 0 ~ s ~ 
and that the first multiplier of system (5.8) in the direction of 
iB increase from e O is of negative type . Then the arguments of 
the multipliers of (5.8) will have the following arrangement 
e < cp (s) ~ ••• ~ cp (s) < t (s) ~ 
o 1 r 1 1 
~ ~r (s) < cpr +1 (s) ~ 
2 1 
where the ~a's are the arguments of multipliers of negative t ype 
and the t~'s are the arguments of multipliers of positive type. 
By Theorem 5.4, the cpa(s) are nondecreasing and the ~~(s) are 
non increasing for 0 ~ s ~ 1 • Therefore 
e < cp (o) ~ cp (1) < 11 (1) ~ ~ (o) < cp 1 (o) ~ o 1 r
1 
r 2 r 1+ 
and we can find constants 
~ (0) < 4> such that 
rk rk 
4> ,4> , ••• ,4> 
o 1 rk 
4> < cp (1) < 4> 
o r 1 
1 
with ¢> = e , 
0 0 
< 4> As system (5.8) is strongly stable there is no interval 
rk 
(4>k''il>k'+l) such that 
where k' f k" and ~ is some positive or negative integer. Therefore 
I 
9'7. 
the curve H(t,s) (0 ~ s ~ l) belongs to a set 1// [o] c / /~m in 
which the corresponding canonical systems have exactly r 1 multipliers 
of negative type on the arc (<L>o,4>1) 
' 
r multipliers of positive 
2 
type on the arc (<P, ,<P) 
' 
etc . of the unit circle. By Theorem 
5.5, the set 1/L is in fact a convex stability region. 0 
§2 • APPLICATIONS • 
Let us consider the canonical system 
(5. 9) dx J dt = h(t)x 
where h(t) is a real scalar periodic function of period w in t • 
The matrix 
X(t) = exp[J-1 Jt h(u)du] 
0 
is a fundamental matrix for system (5.9). Therefore system (5.9) 
has a p-fold multiplier p(+) = e-ifi of positive type and a q-fold 
A 
lt . 1· (-) ih mu 1.p 1.er p = e of negative type. Here h = Jw h(t)dt • 
0 
System (5,9) is strongly stable if (+) ..L (-) p / p ' i.e. if 
A 
k:n:<h<k for some integer k. 
A strongly stable system (5.9) belongs to a stability region 
i-- p - - - q ---) 
where a 1 = (+ + ••• + - - ••• - ) and by Theorem 5,5 
1f.l (a ) 
J,m 1 
subsets 1J'L[ 1 ] (a 1 ) and of ;{I (a ) which J,m 1 
98. 
respectively consist of canonical systems with q negative type 
multipliers on the upper half, p pos itive type multipliers on the 
lower half of the unit circle and the inverse configuration, are 
convex stability regions. 
Canonical systems with Hermitian matrices 
H1 (t) = h 1 (t)I , 
where h
1 
(t) , h
2
(t) are periodic of period w, belong to the 
same stability region 1/{L _ (a > J,m 1 if 
(5. l 0) 
where k 
A 
kn < h 1 ; 
A 
h < (k + l )11: 
2 
is some integer and 
fact the system 
dx J dt = H(t,s)x 
(-t=l,2). In 
where H(t,s) = [ (1 - s)h
1 
(t) + sh
2
(t)]I = h(t,s)I (0 ~ s ~ l) 
has as a monodromy matrix 
X(w,s) = exp[J- 1 Jw h(t,s)dt] 
0 
and as s moves from 0 to there is no coincidence of multipliers 
of positive and negative type if the inequality (5.10) holds. 
Moreover the ineauality (5.10) also indicates that the canonical 
_. 
1 
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systems with Hermitian matrices H1 (t) , H2 (t) also belong to the 
same convex stability region, either iJ7L[ 1 iP,) or 1n[ 2] ( cr 1) • 
Let us now suppose that h 1 (t) , h2 (t) are respectively 
the smallest and largest eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix H{t) • 
Then the canonical system with Hermitian matrix H(t) is strongly 
stable if the inequality (5.10) holds. In fact for each fixed t 
the Hermitian matrix H(t) has a unitary matrix U(t) such that 
U(t)H(t)U(t)* = D(t) , a real diagonal matrix and then for arbitrary 
vectors c 
c*H(t)c = b*D(t)b where b = U(t)c 
Also 
t = 1,2 
As h (t) and h (t) are respectively the smallest and largest l 2 
value of the diagonal elements of D(t) we have 
Hence by Theorem 5.6 H(t) belongs to either 
The preceding argument is summed up in 
1/l (er ) [ , ] , r/L or [ 2 J ( cr 1 ) • 
THEOREM 5 • 7. Suppose the smallest and largest eigenvalues, 
h 1 (t) and h2 (t) , of the Hermitian matrix H(t) satisfy the 
inequality 
" h2 < (k + l )1C 
where k is some integer and t = 1,2 • 
100. 
Then the canonical system (0.1) is strongly stable. 
Simple calculations show that the canonical system in Theorem 
5,7 can only belong to stability regions 
1-(-l)k] 
o,-q_[k + - 2-----
where k is the integer of the ineq_uality in Theorem 5.7. Therefore 
Theorem 5.7 is valid for a very small set of canonical systems. 
(5. 11 ) 
where 
I.et us consider the canonical system 
J dx = H1 (t)x dt 
= diag[h1 (t)I , ... ,h (t)I ,h 1 (t)I , ... ,h ,(t)I ] rl T rT T+ rT+l T+T rT+T I 
the h (t) are real scalar functions periodic of period w in t and µ 
I:=l 
r = p , 
),T+T I 
r = q_ µ µ 
.....J µ=T+l 
" 
-ih h = Jw h (t)dt System (5.11) has an r -fold multiplier e µ , µ 0 µ , 
of,._positive type for 
ih 
e µ , 
~ µ ~ T and an r -fold multiplier, µ 
of negative type for T + 1 ~ µ, T + T' • System (5.11) 
is strongly stable if 
A A 
-ih 1h 
e µ :f e V for 1 ~ µ ~ T < V ~ T + T 1 
This condition may be rewritten: System (5.11) is strongly stable 
if there exists a set of TT' integers m such that µv 
____, 
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(5.12) 2m rr < h + h < 2(m + l)rr for 1 ~ µ ~ T < v ~ T + T' • µV µ V µV 
. f.s the signature cr of the stability region to which a strongly 
stable syst€m (5.11) belongs is determined by the arrangement of the 
-~ ~ µ µ 
values e , 1 ~ µ ~ T, and. e , T + 1 ~ µ ~ T + T', on the 
unit circle, and the indices 
j = -tp/s + \T 
Lµ=1 
j,m have the va:wes 
m ( ) µµ ( -1::1:!:. 1- -1 ] rµ 2 + 4 
m 
= v-f<r I [ filµµ + 1 - ( -1 ) µµ} 
m ¼/s - /, rµ 2 4 
71=r+ 1 
where -t is some integer causing j to be such that O ~ j < p/s, 
s being the order of imprimitivity and the 
the inequalities 
m are integers in µµ 
" 
m n ~ h < (m + l)n µµ µ µµ (1 ~ µ ~ T + T 1 ) 
it follows that by suitable choice of the values r , µ h (t) µ the 
signature cr and the indices j,m may be ma.de to take any of the 
possible values. Hence every stability region lrr~ (a) J,m contains 
canonical systems of the form (5.11). 
THEOREM 5 . 8. Suppose the Hermitian matrix H(t) in the 
canonical system (0.1) has the form 
where 
........... 
1 
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H
1 
(t) = diag[h (t) I , ••• ,h (t)I ,h 1 (t)I , ••• ,h ,(t)I ] 1 r T r T+ r 1 T+T r , 1 T T+ T+T 
\T r = p , 
Lµ=l µ 
Moreover suppose there exist TT' 
condition 
integers m satisfying the µV 
A A AQ 
h +hv+2h < 2(m +l)n µ 2 µV 
where l ~ µ ~ T < v ~ T + T' and h~(t) , h~(t) are the smallest, 
largest eigenvalues of H (t) • 
0 
strongly stable. 
The Hermit i an curve 
Then the canoni cal system (0.1) is 
H(t,s) = [ (l - s)h0 (t) + sh0 (t)]I + H (t) 
1 2 1 
= h(t,s)I + H (t) 
1 
is increasing in s and by condit i on (5.13) we have 
where l ~ µ ~ T < V ~ T + T 1 , 
< 2 (m + l )n µV 
and h(s) = Jw h(t,s)dt. 
0 
Therefore t he canonical system wi th Hermitian matrix H(t,s) is 
strongly stable for s € [O,l] 
For each fixed t there exists a unitary matrix U(t) such 
that u*(t)H
0
(t)U(t) = D(t) , a diagonal matris and so for an 
arbitrary vector c 
c*H(t)c = b*D(t)b + c*H1 (t)c WhE.t'e b = U(t)c 
J 
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Also 
-t = 1,2 
As h0 (t) and h 0 (t) are the smallest and largest values of the 
1 2 
diagonal elements of D(t) we have 
H(t,O) ~ H(t) f H(t,l) 
and by Theorem 5.6 the proof of the Theorem is complete. 
let us now consider the canonical system 
(5.14) J dx = Cx dt 
where C is a constant Hermitian matrix. The condition for strong 
stability of system (5.14) was given in the Corollary to Theorem 1.8. 
The strong stability condition (1.9) may be rewritten in the form 
of ( 5 • 12) as follows : There exist pq integers m µV such that 
(5. 1 5) 2m ,r < (A + "' ) w < 2 (m + 1 ) ,r µV µ V µV 
where 1 ~ µ ~ p < v ~ n and the "'k are diagonal elements in 
(1 .8) 
We now prove 
THEOREM 5 • 9. Suppose that the canon!cal systems with constant 
Hermitian matrices C1 , C2 , such that O < C1 f C , are strongly 2 
stable. Then the canonical system with Hermitian matrix H(t) , 
I 
·- ---·--- ·------ ·-----·-- - ---
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such that C1 ~ H(t) ~ C2 is strongly stable if the two canonical 
systems with Hermitian matrices C1 , C2 have the same set of 
pq integers m satisfying the corresponding set of inequalities 
(5.15) . 
Throughout the proof we shall assume that s varies from 
0 to l . Then the curve 
Hermitian curve connecting 
C(s) = (1 - s)C 1 + sC2 is a continuous 
c1 (s = 0) to C2 (s = l) • As 
0 < C ~ C we have C(s) > 0 and so C(s) is linear increasing . 
1 2 
The canonical system 
dx J dt = C(s)x 
is stable. In fact, a monodromy matrix for system (5.16) has the 
form exp[J-1C(s)w] • As C(s) is positive definite Hermitian, 
for fixed s , there exists a unitary matrix U(s) such that 
C(s) = u- 1 (s)D(s)U(s) 
where D(s) is a diagonal matrix with real, positive, nonzero 
diagonal elements . Then 
l l 
C(s) 2 = U(s)- 1D(s) 2U(s) 
and we have 
l 
which is Hermitian since C(s )2 and ir1 are Hermitian. Therefore 
---
l 
l 05. 
J- 1 c(s) has purely imaginary eigenvalues and hence the canonical 
system (5.16) is stable. 
By Theorem 1 .8, for every fixed s, 
a J-unitary matrix G(s ) 
0 
such that 
= J 1 F (s ) 
0 
s = s there exists 0 , 
_ J - 1diag[11. 1 (s ) , .•• ,).. (s ) ] o n o 
The holomorphicity of J - 1 c (s) allows us to choose a continuous set 
of eigenvalues i).. (s) , p + 1 ~ µ f n, µ 
As t~e curve C(s) is increasing, by Theorem 5.4 
the value 11. (s) µ (1 ~ µ ~ n) is increasing at the point s = s 0 
().. (s ) + 11. (s ) )w "¢ 0 mod 21( µ o V o 1 f µ ~ p < V f n 
and as C1 , C2 are strongly stable such that 
if 
(11. (1 ) + 11. (1 ) ) w < 2 (m + 1 h µ V µV 
1 f µ ~ p < V f n 
it follows that 
2m :J( < (11. (s) + 11. (s))w < 2(m + 1)1( 
µV µ V µV 
1 f µ f p < V f n 
meaning that the canonical system with Hermitian matrix C(s) is 
strongly stable. 
The statement of the Theorem is now obtained by applying 
Theorem 5.6. 
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APPENDIX A. 
e 
The stability region to which the npw strongly stable 
canonical system belongs after a substitution of the dependent 
variable is given in 
THEOREM A. Suppose the canonical system 
(0. 1) dx J dt = H(t)x 
is strongly stable and belongs to the stability region 1fl. (cr) • J,m 
Then making the substitution 
(A. 1) y = W(t)x 
where W(t) is a continuous J-unitary matrix periodic of period w 
in t with 
the system obtained is again canonical, strongly stable and belongs 
to the stability region 
where -t is a unique integer such that 
0 ~ j - n + ~p/s < p/s, 
0 
s being the degree of impri.mitivity. 
--
j 
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Carrying out the substitution (A.1) we obtain the system 
(A.2) J ~r = J[d~?) w- 1 (t) + W(t)J- 1H(t)w(t){:Y]y 
which, by simple calculation, is seen to be a canonical system. 
I.et X(t) , X(0) =I, be a fundamental matrix of (0.1). 
Then the matrix function Y(t) = W(t)X(t)W(0)- 1 is the fundamental 
matrix of (A.2) which passes through I and as Y(w) = W(0)X(w)W(0)- 1 
the canonical system (A.2) is strongly stable and the stability 
region to which it belongs has the same signature as that of system 
(0.1). 
As the strongly stable system (0.1) belongs to a stability 
region 1rn (a) J,m there is a fixed J-unitary curve X (t) 0 
(1 ft f w) , starting from the unit matrix I and ending in 
rl) (a) , the set of all strongly stable J-unitary matrices with 
signature er, such that there exists a curve S(t) (0 ft~ 1)€ 
€ J) (a) joining X
0 
(w) to X(w) (See Fig 4) so that 
(A.3) 
yew) 
-, 
S,lf): "'it+)Slt) '/,Li) 
The curve S (t) = V(t)S(t)V(t)-1 
0 
(0 ~ t ~ 1) where 
V(t) is a continuous J-unitary curve such that V(O) =I, 
V(l) = W(O) is a curve in ~ (cr) joining X (w) to Y(w) • 
0 
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The closed curve W(t) (0 ~ t ~ w) can be continuously 
deformed, in i , along a closed path W(t,s) (0 ~ s ~ 1,0 ~ t ~ w) 
with 
I 
into a closed curve W1 (t) (= W(t,l)) which is such that 
W1 (0) = W1 (w) = I • 
Let V(t,s) (0 ~ t;s ~ 1) 
V(l,s) = W(w,s) = W(0,s) 
V(0,s) = V(t) 
V(t,l) =V,(t): v,(o) =V,(l) =I , 
be a continuous J-unitary curve. Then the J-unitary curve 
l 09. 
_X(t,s) = X
0
(t) X V(t,s)S(t)V(t,s)- 1 X [W(t,s)X(t)W(0,s)- 1][-l] 
where the sign [-1] denotes a curve in the opposite direction, 
i.e. if we have A(t) (0 ~ t ~ l) then A(t) [-,] = A(l - t) 
(0 ~ t ~ 1) , continuously deforms without displacement of endpoints 
(see Fig 4) the curve 
X(t,0) 
into the curve 
X (t, l) 
where 
s, (t) 
Y1 (t) 
- X (t) XS (t) X Y(t)[-l] 
0 0 
-
X
0 
(t) X S
1 
(t) X Y
1 
(t) [-l] 
= V1 (t)S(t)V1 (t)- 1 
= W1 (t)X(t) 
Let j 1 , m1 denote the indices of the stability region to which 
system (A.2) belongs then as t(S 1 (t)) = ~(S(t)) we have 
(A.5) 
I 
I 
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The curve Y
1 
(t) = W
1 
(t)X(t) (0 ~ t ~ w) can be 
I/ 
continuously deformed in ~ into the curve W1 (t) x X(t) without 
displacement of endpoints. In fact the curve 
Z(t,s) = 
W
1
[1 + s)]tX[(l - s)(l + s)t]W [s(l-s) t(t - w)J- 1 
1 l+s 
0 st s w 
- - l+s 
W1 [((1-s)t - (~~:)w}(t-w·]x[(l+s)t - sw]W1 [~~~s)t(t-w) r 1 
~st s w l+s - -
where 0 ~ t ~ w, 0 ~ s ~ 1 , is such a curve of deformation. 
Hence (A.5) may be written 
and by (A.3 ) and (A.4) we have 
= j - n 0 
m
1 
= m - n 1 
The integer j 1 is required to satisfy the inequality 0 ~ j 1 ~ p/s 
where s is the order of imprimitivity. 
satisfied, the curve S(t) (0 ~ t ~ 1) 
If this inequality is not 
in S (t) = V (t)S (t)V (t) - 1 
0 
(0 ~ t ~ 1) may be replaced by a curve S2 (t) (0 ~ t ~ 1) 
(see Fig 4) which lies in ,J) (a) and by Theorem 3 .2 is such that 
where l is 
arg ( +) S2 ( t) I 1 ( +> I, = arg S(t) 0 0 
ar/->s
2 
(t) 1: = ar/-) S ( t) I 1 0 
an integer. Then we have 
jl = j - no+ -tp/s 
m1 = m - n1 + -tq/s 
where -t is a unique integer such that 
0 ~ j - n + -tp/s < p/s 
0 
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+ 2,r-tp/s 
+ 2 ,r ¼/ s 
..... 
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APPENDIX B. 
In this appendix we prove a theorem which provides a 
justification for the method of averaging in the theory of linear 
canonical systems with periodic coefficients. 
THEOREM B. Suppose the Hermitian matrix 
linear canonical system 
(B. 1) E[ H ( t) + EH ( t, E) ] x 0 
H (t, E) 
0 
of the 
whose coefficients are continuous and periodic of period w in t, 
satisfies the condition 
Further-more suppose the linear canonical system 
(B.2) 
where 
J~ = €Cy dt 
C = .!_ Jw H(t)dt 
w 0 
is strongly stable.for 1wff;i,0i01.crt;ly efflB:ll e: ">-0 • Then there exists 
a number s > 0, dependent on the coefficients of system (B.l), 
0 
such that the canonical system (B . 1) is strongly stable and belongs 
to the same stability region as system (B.2) for 
Carrying out the substitution 
x = W(t,s)z 
O<E<E 
o· 
I 
I 
I 
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where 
W(t,E) EJ-
1 P(t) 
= e , P(t) = lat [H(u) - C]du 
in system (B.1) we obtain the canonical system 
(B.3) J :~ = [EC+ E(W(t,E) *H(t)W(t,E) - H(t)} + 
+ EfW(t,E)*H (t,E)W(t,E) + E.2v(t,E)]z 
0 
where V(t,E) is a continuous Hermitian matrix which is periodic of 
period w in t and holomorphic in E .• For sufficiently 
small E the curve W(t,E) lies in an arbitrarily small neighbourhood 
of the unit matrix I • Hence there exists an E' such that 
0 
system (B.3) is strongly stable and belongs to the same stability 
region as (B.2) for O<E<E', 
0 
indicates that t •• ~re exists an 8 II 
0 
The form of the matrix W(t,E) 
such that arg(±)W(t,E) 1;=o = 0 
for O<E<E". 
0 
Then by Theorem A of Appendix A 
E = min [ E ' , E "] is the required number. 
0 0 0 
- - -
. i
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